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CHAPTER I 

THE PROBLEM Al'JD PROCEDURE USED 

Many changes have taken place in the last ten years 

in the teaching of mathematics. Certainly those who can 

personally compare the present with the past of ten or 

fifteen years ago realize that a transformation of great 

magnitude has taken place in the field of mathematics edu

Ication over the intervening years. 

Some of the specific changes that have taken place 

were stated by Gibbs in an article u'The I'1ath Curriculum 

Changes." Those changes are: 

Increased emphasis is placed on the logical struc
ture of mathematics in order to give students a more 
adequate foundation for the application of mathematics 
to the unpredictable demands of future tecr~ology. 

Certain skills developed in the past by extensive 
drill with a limited range of problem types are left 
to computers or on-the-job training. 

The theory of sets is presented as a more system
atic and convenient frame of reference and notation 
for dealing with a wider variety of kinds and domains 
of numbers and geometric concepts. 

Greater efforts are made to relate mathematics to 
other disciplines, especially gram~ar and science, in 
view of the role of mathematics as the language of 
science. 

Greater emphasis is placed on learning by reading 
because of the growing technological derr£nd that we 
train students who will be more self-reliant in the 
lifelong process of education. 

Earlier differentiation between the predominantly 

lFrancis J. Mueller, "The Revolution at Sputnik
PlUS-Ten," The I'Jatbematic8 Teacher, LX (November 19 67), 698. 
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academic and the predominantly mechanical-minded stu
dent has been demanded by modern trends toward special
ization. It has been facilitated by improvement in 
the validity and reliability of testing and guidance 
procedures. 

Changes in sequence, in which certain mathematical 
topics can most efficiently and eagerly be learned 
during a 12-year school career, have been indicated by 
several independent classroom and school system experi
ments. 

The increasing mobility of the American family and 
student requires that training in mathematics be as 
nearly uniform as state and national authorities can 
agree upon, within the vocational specializations indi
cated above. l 

These and many other changes are incorporated into 

modern mathematics education today. Examples of curricular 

changes are the merger of plane and solid geometry into a 

one-year course; offering one-semester courses in analytic 

geometry or probability and statistics; and adoption of new 

courses for students needing a more practical and less 

rigorous brand of mathematics. 

A great deal of research has been done comparing 

"modern tt and "traditional U mathematics programs. The 

studies reported to date point to the fact that modern pro

grams in mathematics are as effective as traditional pro

. 2 h grams in developing traditional mathematics Skllls. T.e 

question still remains, however, as to whether the 

lsam 1\/1. Gibbs , uNew j\llath Curriculum Changes, n The-_. 
Texaj?_ Outlook, IlL (April 1964), 34-35. 

2Holland Payne, Uw'ha t About Ivlodern Programs i~" 
Hathematics,U The IJlathematics 1'eaeher, LVIII (Ivlay 19b5), L~24· 
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traditional standardized achievement test is testing the 

mathematics being taught today. It would be very difficult, 

if not impossible, to compare what is being taught in mathe

matics today with all standardized achievement tests that 

are being used in secondary schools at this time. For this 

reason this study is limited to one achievement test, The 

Iowa Tests of Educational Development. Further, because 

the major concern is mathematics, only the section of this 

test battery that pertains to mathematics will be evaluated. 

I • THE PROBLEM 

Statement of the problem. It was the purpose of 

this study to evaluate Test 4, UAbility to do Quantitative 

Thinking tt from the Iowa Tests of Educational Development in 

terms of the objectives of modern mather~tics programs being 

taught at this time. This involved two steps: (1) The 

selection of objectives that cover the mathematics being 

taught in the secondary schools; (2) Comparing these 

objectives to Test 4 from the Iowa Tests of Educational 

Development. 

Importance of the study. The need to evaluate the 

Iowa Tests of Educational Development was pointed out by 

Jack R. Williams, mathematics consultant for the Department 

of Public Instruction for the state of Iowa. He stated 
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4 
that one of the two problems of present importance is: 

~How well do the Iowa Basic Skills Tests and the Iowa Tests 

of Educational Development test what is being taught in 

1modern school mathematics programs?" 

The Iowa Tests of Educational Development are widely 

used throughout Iowa and the United States. In Iowa, four

hundred eighty one schools gave this test battery during 

2
1967. These schools are using this test as part of their 

total testing program and in many cases this may be the 

only achievement battery given. 

This writer assumes that the schools using the Iowa 

Tests of Educational Development are using it for purposes 

similar to those stated by the authors of the tests. The 

first purpose is to enable teachers and counselors to keep 

themselves more intimately and reliably acquainted with the 

educational development of each high school pupil. Such 

knowledge will make it easier to adapt instruction and 

guidance to each pupil's peculiar and changing needs. 

The second major purpose is to provide the school 

administrator with a more dependable and objective basis 

for evaluating the total educational offering of the school. 

lStatement by Jack R. Williams, personal letter 
(November, 1967). 

2Statement by Leonard S. Feldt, personal letter 
(October, 1968). 
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The testing program will point up any need for curriculum 

lrevision that may exist.

If this testing program is going to be used with the 

second purpose in mind, then this test should be designed 

so that it does test for the objectives of mathematics 

today and not some outdated content or objectives. It 

would be unfortunate for a teacher or curriculum committee 

to develop a new course of study or a new basic textbook 

only to find that the testing program points up the fact 

that the old curriculum seems to be better. In reality, of 

course, the real problem might be that the testing program 

is not up-to-date or does not test for those objectives of 

a good modern program. 

The real problem to be solved is that of the valid

ity of the test. As stated by Lindvall: nAs with the use 

of any procedure, the first quality to be considered is how 

2
valid the test will be for the intended purpose." The 

importance of validity is also pointed out by Ap$lann and 

Glock: "Validi ty is clearly the most important character

istic of an evaluative instrument. No matter what other 

lHow to Use the Test Results of the Iowa Tests of 
EducationaI DevelOpment, ~ Manual, forTeachers-and Counsel
ors (State University of Iowa, 19b rr;- p. 7. 

2 C• fvr. Lindvall, 'resting and Evaluatior;; an Intrs
duction (Harcourt, Brace, and World, Inc., 1901), P' 186. 
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characteristics an instrument may possess, if it is not 

valid to an adequate degree it is of no value whatsoever. ft 

These statements indicate the great importance that 

validity has in testing. But as the above statement says, 

the intended purpose must be kept in mind. At the same 

time, validity means different things to different people. 

Validity as described by Lein is: 

Validity refers to the care that is taken to in
clude, in a test, items of prime importance and 
exclude items of trivial nature; validity refers to 
the degree to which an instrument parallels the 
material which has been taught and the way in which it 
has been taught; validity refers to the degree to 
which an observational tool provides for objective 
appraisal of that which is observed; validity refers 
to the s pecificit2 of results obtained by means of a 
measuring device. 

Gronlund offers some ideas to keep in mind which he 

calls cautions: 

Validity pertains to the results of a test and not 
the instrument itself, or more specifically, of the 
interpretation to be made from the results. Validity 
is a matter of degree. It does not exist on an all
or-none basis, consequently we should avoid thinking 
of evaluation results as valid or invalid. Validity 
is always specific to some particular use. It should 
never be considered a general quality.3 

lJ. Stanley Ahmann, and Marvin D. Glock, Evaluating 
Pupil Growth (Allyn and Bacon, Inc., 1963), p. 292. 

2Arnold J. Lien, Measurement and Evaluation of Learn
ing; a Handbook for Teachers (C. Brown Company, 1967), p. 61. 

3Norman E. Gronlund, IVIeasurement and Evaluation in 
rreaching (JViacrvlillan Compan;y, 196~), pp. 6Q::"6l 
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This last point is of most importance in this study. 

The use of the test does determine the type of validity 

that is of importance for a particular situation. Four 

types of validity have been identified and are now commonly 

used in educational and psychological measurement. They 

are: content validity, predictive validity, concurrent 

validity, and construct validity.l Many writers put con

current validity and predictive validity under one title of 

criterion-related validity. The reason for this will be 

explained after each of the four types have been defined 

more completely. 

One of these types, construct validity, is ordinarily 

studied when the tester wishes to increase his understanding 

2of the psychological qualities being measured by the test.

Studies of construct validity basically are attempts to 

evaluate the theory underlying the test. In establishing 

construct validity, the following steps are carried out. 

First, the investigator sets up hypothesis about the test 

he is using. Second, he collects data to test his hypothe

sis. Finally, in light of the data collected, he makes an 

inference as to whether or not his data can explain the 

students' behavior on the test. 

lIbid., p. 6l. 

2David A. Payne, Educational and Psych?logieal 
JVIeasurement (Blaisdell Publishing Company, 1907 1, p. 79. 
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Another way of showing construct validity is to cor

relate a new test with other tests. Tests of a certain 

type should correlate higher with other tests of the same 

type than they do with tests of another variety.l 

The term criterion-related validity is demonstrated 

by comparing the test scores with one or more external 

variables considered to provide a direct measure of the 

characteristic or behavior in question. 2 If the test is 

used to predict some future performance, then predictive 

validity is the term used. The amount of predictive valid

ity can be determined by comparing test scores with another 

measure of performance obtained at a later date. If the 

test performance is compared with some other current per

formance, then the term applied is concurrent validity. 

The amount of concurrent validity is determined by comparing 

test scores with another measure of performance obtained at 

3approximately the same time. Both items, then, are cri 

terion-related but it depends upon the use of the results 

whether it would be labled as concurrent or predictive 

validi ty. 

IN. lVI. Downie, Fundamentals of ]Vleasurement (Oxford 
University Press, 1967), p. 9~. 

2John W. French, William B. Michael and others, 
Standards for Educational and Psychological Tests and. 
Hanuals (American Psychological Association, Inc., 1966), 
p.	 13. 

3Gron1und, loco cit. 
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The last of the four types of validity is content 

validity. The content of a course or curriculum may be 

broadly defined to include both sUbject-matter and instruc

tionalobjectives. The former is concerned with the topics, 

or subject-matter area, to be covered, and the latter with 

the behavioral changes sought in pupils. Both of these 

aspects of content are of concern in determining content 

validity. More formally, content validity may be defined 

as the extent to which a test measures a representative 

sample of the sUbject-matter content and the behavioral 

b und er conSl'dera lone 1c_anges t' 

For a standardized achievement test to have a high 

degree of content validity for a subject-matter area, it 

must be constructed in terms of the same educational objec

tives as subscribed to by the teacher of that subject 

matter and must reflect the relative weight of each educa

tional objective as the teacher judges them. The author 

of an achievement test can hope to orient his instrument 

toward those educational objectives that appear to be most 

prevalent. 2 

The idea of judging content validity by comparing 

the test to a set of goals or objectives is a point of 

lIbid., p. 62.
 

2 Ahmann and Glock, £E.. cit., p. 300
..... 
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agreement among writers in the field of measurement. Ebel 

wrote: 

Only when the content of education is conceived as 
a set of goals to be attained, rather than a set of 
lessons to be studied or as a set of class activities 
to be carried out, is it educationally useful to seek 
content validity in a test. 1 

Another writer, Engelhart, wrote: 

In the case of achievement tests the type of valid
ity of greatest concern is content validity, where 
content refers not merely to the subject-matter covered 
by the test but to the range of behaviors evaluated. 2 

It has been pointed out above that the validity of 

an achievement test is of the utmost importance. Further

more, of the four types, content validity is of greatest 

importance in achievement tests. The question then to be 

answered is that of how to carry out this judgment of con

tent validity. Once again Ahmann and Glock stated: 

For a teacher to play the role of pupil and write 
the answers under conditions similar to those experi
enced by the pupils is highly recommended. Then an 
additional item-by-item examination should occur. For 
each item the question must be asked: In view of my 
educational objectives, and my method of teaching, is 
this test item appropriate for my pupils. This is 
not to be a casual operation. On the contrary, it 
should be tied directly to the teacher's educational 
objectives. Although this process is lengthy, it is 
a necessary one if the content va1idity of ~ stand
ardized achievement test is to be assessed. 

IHobert L. Ebel, Educational and Psychological~ 
Measurement (Blaisdell Pub1ishing Company, 1967), p. b5. 

2 I\'lax D. Engelhart, n1tihat to Look for in a Hevis"," of 
an Achievement Tea t, U The Personnel and Guidance Journal, 
XLII (February, 1964), 617· 

3Ahmarm and Glock, 2l2.. cit., p. 301. 
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As has been pointed out in the discussion of content 

validity, a test has content validity if it tests for the 

objectives and goals of the area to be tested. It has also 

been pointed out that these objectives and goals must be 

stated in terms of behavior changes sought in pupils. This 

idea is again presented by Mueller. 

We the missionaries and distributors of a product 
(mathematics) that knows no peer in precision and suc
cinctness, do indeed state our objectives-our goals
in the vaguest sort of rhetoric, couched in soaring 
platitudes, rich in fervor and zest, but utterly 
devoid of any measurable criteria. 

Inspiring as this sort of thing has been to us in 
the past--particularly to those of us who already have 
the religion--the iays of nonbehavioral objectives are 
probably numbered. 

Then what is needed to evaluate the Iowa Tests of 

Educational Development, which is a test of mathematics for 

pupils in grades nine through twelve, is a set of objec

tives for secondary mathematics that have been stated in 

terms of pupil behavior. Such a set of behavioral state-

menta has been developed. In a thesis written by E. M. 

Oltrogge, he developed a list of behavioral objectives for 

testing the relative merits of modern and traditional 

2
mathematics taught in high school.

Iprancis J. 1\!lueller, tiThe hevolution at Sputnik-Plus
Ten," 'rhe Mathematics Teache..r .. , LX (November, 19( 7), 705. 

2 . .. tfB h . . 1 Ob' t·· t~ r m +-':;~ngEugene M. Oltrogge, . e.aVlora Jec lves ~o .L8S,-,-,-"" 

the Helative Merits of Modern and Traditional Mathematics 
in High School" (Masters thesis at Drake University, June, 
1965 ): 
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These objectives were gathered from statements made 

by various leaders in the field of mathematics and by a 

thorough search of the literature. These fourteen objec

tives are: 

The student should 

have a knowledge and understanding of mathematical 
processes, facts and concepts. 

have skill in computing with understanding, accuracy 
and efficiency. ' 

have the ability to use a general problem solving 
technique. 

understand the logical structure of mathematics and 
the nature of proof. 

use mathematical concepts and processes to discover 
new generalizations and applications. 

recognize and appreciate the role of mathematics in 
society. 

develop stUdy habits essential for independent progress 
in mathematics. 

develop reading skill and vocabulary essential for 
progress in mathematics. 

demonstrate such mental traits as creativity, imagin
ation, curiosity, and visualization. 

develop attitudes that lead to appreciation, confidence, 
respect, initiative, and independence. 

be prepared for further work in mathematics or in dis
ciplines which require extensive use of mathematics. 

experience a sense of enjoyment, interest, and fascin
ation so as to desire further study in mathematics. 

develop the ability to think mathematically through an 
understanding of "good" mathematics. 

develop critical, 10~ica1 thought, with respect for 
correct reasoning. 

After selecting these fourteen objectives, Oltrogge 

then classified these objectives under four general behavior 

divisions. These four divisions are: (1) Knot.rledge; (2) 
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Skills; (3) Attitudes, Interests, and Appreciations; (4) 

Critical Thinking. In classifying the fourteen objectives 

into the four behavior divisions, four of the objectives 

were broken into two parts, with each part being placed 

under separate behavior divisions. The four objectives are: 

1.	 The student should have a knowledge and understand
ing of processes, facts, and concepts. 

2.	 The student should recognize and appreciate the 
role of mathematics in society.

3.	 The student should develop reading skill and 
vocabulary essential for progress in mathematics. 

4.	 The student should develop critical, logical 
thought with respect for correct reasoning. 

The following is the rearranged list of the goals 

under the four categories. 

I.	 KnolNledge 

A.	 The student should have a knowledge of mathemati

cal processes, facts, and concepts. 

B.	 The student should recognize the role of mathe

matics in society. 

C.	 The student should develop vocabulary essential 

for progress in mathematics. 

II.	 Skills 

A.	 The student should have skill in computing with 

understanding, accuracy, and efficiency. 

B.	 The student should develop reading skill essen

tial for progress in mathematics. 
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III. Attitudes, Interests, and Appreciations 

A.	 The student should appreciate the role of mathe

matics in society. 

B.	 The student should demonstrate such mental traits 

as creativity, imagination, curiosity, and visual

ization. 

C.	 The student should develop attitudes that lead to 

appreciation, confidence, respect, initiative, 

and independence. 

D.	 The student should experience a sense of enjoy

ment, interest, and fascination so as to desire 

further study in mathematics. 

E.	 The student should have respect for correct 

reasoning. 

IV. Critical Thinking 

A.	 The s tuden t should ha. ve an unders tanding of rna the

matical processes, facts, and concepts. 

B.	 The student should have the ability to use a 

general problem solving technique. 

C.	 The student should understand the logical struc

ture of mathematics and the nature of proof. 

D.	 The student should use concepts and processes to 

discover new generalizations and applications. 

E.	 The student should develop study habits essential 

for independent progress in mathematics. 



F.	 The student should be prepared for further work 

in mathematics, or in disciplines which require 

extensive use of mathematics. 

G.	 The student should develop the ability to think 

mathematically through an understanding of ltgood tt 

mathematics. 

H.	 The student should develop critical, logical 

thought. 

The next step used by Oltrogge was to write the com

pound statements in the form of several simple statements. 

An example of this would be changing the first statement: 

I.	 KnO\\Tledge 

A.	 The student should have a knowledge of mathemati

cal processes, facts, and concepts. 

to three statements. These three statements would look 

like this. 

I.	 Knowledge
 

A-I. The student knO't\TS mathematical processes.
 

A-2. The student knows mathematical facts.
 

A-3. The student knows mathematical concepts.
 

This process was carried out for each statement that 

was in the form of a compound sentence. After this process 

had been completed, the final step was to follow each of 

the simple goal statements with behavior statements. The 

code used by Oltrogge for this final step was: (l) The 
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Roman numeral indicates the major behavior divisions; 

(2) The capital letter indicates the objectives from which 

it was derived; and (3) The Arabic numeral indicates the 

simple behavioral statement. 

Due to the complexity of the area of Attitudes, 

Interests, and Appreciations, and the fact that it relies 

so heavily upon the area of psychology, it was omitted 

when the list of simple behavior statements were given. 

The following is the final break down of the four

teen objectives into typical student behaviors. 

I. Knowledge 

A-I. The student knows mathematical processes. 

The student: 

(1) Applies processes to problems and new situ

ations which require their use 

(2) states essential differences between pro

cesses 

(3)	 states processes 

(4)	 Uses parts of the processes 

(5)	 Uses processes to check and verify answers 

which have made use of processes 

(6)	 Classifies processes 

(7)	 Applies processes in making predictions 

(8)	 Uses processes in solving problems of a 

related field, whenever this is possible 



17 
(9) Reviews situations and tells those in which 

a certain process or processes can be used 

(10) Corrects wrongly stated processes 

(11) Identifies wrong applications and corrects 

them 

(12)	 Tells which of a group of characteristics 

belong to a certain process 

A-2.	 The student knows mathematical facts. 

The student: 

(1)	 Makes use of the facts in problems and new 

situations which require their use 

(2)	 States the facts 

(3)	 Contrasts differences between facts 

(4)	 Identifies situations in which facts have 

been used 

(5)	 Uses facts to check and verify solutions 

that have made use of those same facts 

(6)	 Applies facts in making predictions 

(7)	 Uses facts, where applicable, to solve 

problems in a related field 

(8)	 Reviews a group of situations and indicates 

those in which a certain fact or facts can 

or cannot be used 

(9)	 Corrects wrongly stated facts 

(10)	 Identifies wrong references to facts and 
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corrects them 

(11) Classifies facts 

(12) Uses facts to solve problems in everyday 

life 

A-3. The student knows mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(1) Applies concepts to problems and new situ

ations which require their use 

(2) States the characteristics of the concepts 

(3) States essential differences between the 

concepts 

(4) Uses the necessary concepts to check or 

verify probable solutions 

(5) Classifies concepts into categories 

(6) Uses concepts in making predictions or 

estimates 

(7) Uses concepts in problems of a related 

field, whenever this is possible 

(8) Tells if additional data is required in 

order to meet the needed characteristics 

of a given concept 

(9) States evidence which indicates that a 

given concept should be used 

(10) Corrects wrongly stated concepts 

(11) Indi ca tes true and fals e items whi cll are 
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based	 on a concept 

(12)	 Tells which of a group of characteristics 

listed belong to a certain concept or group 

of concepts 

B-1.	 The student knows the role of mathematics in 

society. 

The student: 

(1)	 Tells the value of applying the logical 

thought of mathematics to non-mathematical 

situations 

(2)	 Te'lls the importance of identifying assump

tions and conclusions in situations in 

society 

(3)	 Tells the importance of examining the valid

ity of reasoning processes in situations 

arising in society 

Ud	 States the association between mathematics 

and the practical arts 

(5)	 Describes the role of mathematics in tech

nology 

(6)	 Describes the role of mathematics in industry 

(7)	 Describes the relationship between mathe

matics and science 

(8)	 Describes why mathematics is indispensable 

for further progress 
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(9)	 Discusses the importance of mathematics in 

the broad categories of professions, trades, 

and technical fields. 

(10)	 Defends the importance of mathematics in 

history and in current affairs 

(11)	 Describes the mathematization of knowledge 

which has been increasingly eVident, not 

only in the fields of physics and chemistry, 

but in fields which until recently weren't 

mathematical at all 

(12)	 F~plains how mathematics helps us understand 

our environment 

(13)	 Describes the importance of mathematical 

thought in philosophy and as a factor in 

the evolution of civilization 

(14)	 Interprets the word "elegance" as it applies 

to the beauty of mathematics 

(15)	 Lists practical values of mathematics 

C-l.	 The student knows the vocabulary essential for 

progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Uses mathematics vocabulary words in prob

lems which require their use 

(2)	 Describes the relationship between mathe

matics vocabulary words 
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(3) Traces vocabulary items to related items 

(4) Answers simple questions about given 

vocabulary items 

(5) Observes two or more situations which have 

certain common aspects and names the common 

aspects with the proper vocabulary item 

(6) Defines vocabulary items 

(7) Tells if additional information or data is 

needed to satisfy the definition of a 

vocabulary item 

(8) Corrects wrongly stated vocabulary defini

tions 

(9) Matches general vocabulary items with more 

specific ones 

(10) States situations which make use of given 

vocabulary items 

(11) Tells the conditions needed for the use of 

a vocabulary item 

(12) Indicates which of a given group of situa

tions are describable by a vocabulary item 

II. Skills 

A-l. The student is skillful in computing with under

standing. 

The student: 

(1) Computes with speed 
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(2) Indicates knowledge of arithmetic insights 

(3) Explains the " wh y lt of algorithms 

(4) States relations between numbers 

(5) Estimates solutions 

(6) Uses algorithms 

(7) Uses numerical processes 

(8) Indicates the plausibility of solutions 

(9) Uses new symbols when necessary 

(10)	 Selects the correct algorithms 

(11)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(12)	 Interprets solutions 

(13)	 Analyzes problem situations and uses the 

appropriate processes 

(11.J-) Uses vocabulary related to computing 

(IS) Corrects wrong computations 

(16)	 States the principles involved when using a 

certain type of computation 

A-2.	 The student is accurate with computations. 

The student: 

(1) Indicates errors in inaccurate solutions 

(2) Solves problems correctly 

(3) Performs motor skills satisfactorily 

(4) Corrects wrong computations 

(5) Validates solutions 

(6) Indicates plausibility of solutions 
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(7)	 Computes accurately 

(8)	 Selects the correct algorithms 

(9)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(10)	 Analyzes problem situations and uses the 

appropriate processes 

A-3.	 The student is efficient with computations. 

The student: 

(1)	 Uses algorithms 

(2)	 Uses numerical processes 

(3)	 Computes efficiently 

(4)	 Uses new symbols when necessary 

(5)	 Selects the correct algorithms 

(6)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(7)	 Analyzes problem situations and uses the 

appropriate processes 

(8)	 Uses processes which are most effective and 

least wasteful of time 

(9)	 Completes large numbers of problew~ in a 

limited ~mount of time 

B-1.	 The student develops reading skill essential for 

progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Uses an adequate vocabulary 

(2)	 Understandably reads problems involving 

insufficient data 



(3) 

(4) 

(5) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(11) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(15) 

(16) 

(17) 
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Understandably reads problems involving 

superflous data 

Understandably reads problems involving 

induction or deduction 

Understandably reads 

extrapolation 

Understandably reads 

insight 

Understandably reads 

transfer 

Understandably reads 

problems involving 

problems involving 

problems involving 

problems involving 

familiar or unfamiliar situations 

Analyzes proofs and indicates wrong state

ments 

Makes specific deductions 

Makes accurate and well founded conjectures 

Makes well founded generalizations 

Transforms problems into an accessible 

formulation of the problem 

Applies different word meanings for differ

ent problems 

Solves the exact problem stated 

Demonstrates mathematical reading accuracy 

Reads with comprehension 

III. Attitudes, Interests, and Appreciations 
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A.	 As previously indicated, the writer will not 

attempt to break the goals into behaviors in the 

area of Attitudes, Interests, and Appreciations. 

IV.	 Critical Thinking 

A-I.	 The student understands the mathematics processes. 

The student: 

(1)	 Applies processes to problems which require 

their use 

(2)	 States the processes 

(3)	 Contrasts processes 

(4)	 Makes statements about the correctness of 

given solutions with respect to the pro

cesses used 

(5)	 Critically evaluates arguments which make 

use of processes 

(6)	 Uses processes to check or verify answers 

(7)	 Classifies processes into categories 

(8)	 Indicates common processes used in solu

tions to two or more problems 

(9)	 Traces processes to more elementary processes 

(10)	 Uses pertinent vocabulary 

(11)	 States if additional data is needed in order 

to use a given process 

(12)	 Corrects wrongly stated processes 

(13)	 Classifies items true or false with respect 
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to the use of given processes 

(14) Shows why a certain process can or should 

be used 

(15) Tells which of a group of characteristics 

belong to a certain process 

(16) Classifies general processes with more 

specific ones 

A-2. The student understands mathematical facts. 

The student: 

(1)	 Applies facts to problems and new situation 

require their use 

(2)	 States the facts 

(3)	 States the differences between facts 

(4)	 Makes statements about the correctness of 

given solutions which make use of a given 

set of facts 

(5)	 Criticizes arguments which make use of facts 

(6)	 Uses facts to verify or check procedures 

(7)	 Indicates basic relationships between facts 

(8)	 Tells the common facts used in two or more 

situations 

(9)	 Uses facts to make predictions 

(10)	 Uses facts to solve problems in a related 

field, whenever this is possible 

(11)	 Uses vocabulary pertinent to the facts 
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(12) Corrects wrongly stated facts 

(13) Determines items based on facts as true or 

false 

(14)	 Identifies wrong references to facts and 

corrects them 

A-3.	 The student understands mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(1)	 Applies concepts to problems and new situ

ations which require their use 

(2)	 States the characteristics of a given concept 

(3)	 States essential differences between concepts 

(4)	 Makes statements about the correctness of 

given solutions with respect to the concepts 

which have been used 

(5)	 Criticizes arguments which make use of con

cepts 

(6)	 Uses necessary concepts to check or verify 

probable solutions 

(7)	 Indicates common concepts used in two or 

more situations 

(8)	 Uses concepts to help in making predictions 

or estimates 

(9)	 Traces concepts to more elementary, related 

concepts 

(10)	 Uses concepts in prob~ems of a related field, 
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whenever this is possible. 

(11)	 Uses the pertinent vocabulary of concepts 

(12)	 Indicates whether a certain concept can 

or should be used 

(13)	 Corrects wrongly stated concepts 

(14)	 Classifies items based on applications of 

concepts as true or false 

(15)	 Classifies specific concepts with more 

general. ones 

B-1.	 The student demonstrates general problem solving 

techniques. 

The student: 

(1)	 Solves the exact problem stated 

(2)	 Applies different word meanings for differ

ent problems 

(3)	 Selects appropriate problem solving tech

niques for a given problem situation 

(4)	 Indicates relevant and irrelevant informa

tion 

(5)	 States what added information, if any, is 

needed 

(6)	 Transforms problems into an accessible for

mulation of the problem 

(7)	 Selects suitable notation for a given tech

nique 
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(8)	 Selects suitable symbolism for a given 

technique 

(9)	 Uses the correct algorithms 

(10)	 Indicates when new ideas are needed 

(11)	 Indicates the need to look for a counter 

example 

(12)	 Indicates knowledge of when an answer has 

been obtained 

(13)	 Validates solutions 

(14)	 States possible significance of solutions 

(15)	 States possible generalizations of solutions 

(16)	 Indicates recognition of patterns 

(17)	 Changes approach when necessary 

(18)	 States essential differences between prob

lems which require different tecb~iques 

C-l.	 The student understands the logical structure 

of mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Answers simple questions about structure 

(2)	 States the algebraic aspects of structure 

(3)	 Applies the algebraic aspects of structure 

to problems 

(4)	 Criticizes arguments which make use of 

structure aspects 

(5)	 Uses aspects of structure to check or verify 
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solutions 

(6 ) States the order aspects of structure 

(7 ) States examples of paired elements for 

which a given relation is true or false 

(8) States the defined relations between objects
 

of the set being considered
 

Determines truth or falsity of given state


ments with respect to the original defini


tions and postulates
 

(10)	 Indicates statements which can be derived 

from given information 

(11)	 Shows proficiency in areas of numerical 

approximation 

(12)	 Uses inequalities 

(13)	 Uses sequential development of axioms 

(14)	 States the material used to develop 

algorithms 

(15 )	 Indicates recognition of patterns 

(16)	 Verbalizes arith~etic str~cture 

(17)	 Validates identities 

(18)	 Uses vocabulary pertinent to structure 

(19)	 Indicates if additional data is needed 

in order to draw a conclusion from a given 

set of definitions and assumptions 

(20)	 Corrects wrongly stated aspects of structure 
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(21) Indicates false implications which result 

from improper interpretation of certain 

aspects of structure 

C-2. The student understands the nature of proof. 

The student: 

(1) Classifies proofs into indirect and direct 

ca tegories 

(2) Tells relationship between statements used 

in a proof 

(3) Classifies general statements with specific 

ones 

(4) Indicates recognition of necessary and suf

ficient conditions 

(5) Points out irrelevant material in a proof 

presented to him 

(6) Places statements and reasons under the 

correct heading if given a "proof" in which 

they are s cranibled 

(7) Indicates the type of reasoning used in a 

given question-answer situation 

(8) Tells objections to types of reasoning which 

cannot be used in a given problem situation 

(9) fl . . n fllIndicates aws ln a glven proo 

(10) Indicates the point at which a proof is 

complete 
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(11)	 Tells if statements are tI'ue, false, or 

either true or false on the basis of the 

given information 

(12)	 Refers to a given proof and correctly 

answers questions about changes in the order 

of steps which could be made without affect

ing the validity of the proof 

(13)	 Refers to a given proof and tells if dif

ferent reasons could be used for a chosen 

statement 

(14)	 Refers to a given proof and determines if 

the proof remains valid if given steps in 

the proof are interchanged 

(15)	 Correctly answers questions which are impli

cations of a theorem which is presented to 

him 

(16)	 Tells if a proof is still valid after chang

ing a certain condition 

(17)	 Considers a statement which is related to a 

given theorem and tells if it is true or 

false on the basis of the theorem 

(18)	 Indicates the chain of reasoning in a proof-

that is he tells which statements in a, 
proof are needed to imply a later statement 

( 19)	 Provid ed a given ntheorem tt is un true, 

.. 
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states the first step of a possible proof 

which is wrong 

D-l.	 The student uses mathematical processes and con

cepts to discover new generalizations. 

The student: 

(1)	 Indicates recognition of patterns 

(2)	 Makes conjectures 

(3)	 Speculates about unknown areas 

(4)	 Is resourceful in problem solving 

(5)	 Classifies indicated statements as always 

true, sometimes true, or never true 

(6)	 Finds alternative methods 

(7)	 Attempts to be his own teacher 

(8)	 F~periments with possibilities 

(9)	 Organizes details which are related to a 

given item 

(10)	 Eliminates items unrelated to a given topic 

(11)	 Makes specific deductions from general 

statements 

(12)	 Uses ideas of necessary and sufficient 

conditions 

(13 ) Explains logi cal connecti ons betwe en related 

items 

(1)-I )
J	 

Relates
• 

information to the lar~er whole 

(15)	 Makes proper use of intuition 
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(16)	 Considers statements and indicates whether 

or not they follow from a certain theorem 

(17)	 Indicates statements which can be derived 

from given information 

(18)	 Indicates if additional data is needed in 

order to draw a conclusion from a given 

set of definitions and assumptions 

(19)	 states differences between concepts 

(20)	 Indicates common concepts and processes 

used in two or more situations 

(21)	 States differences between processes 

(22)	 Traces concepts to more elementary ones 

D-2.	 The student uses mathematical concepts and pro

cesses to discover new applications. 

'The student: 

(1)	 States differences between closely related 

applications 

(2)	 Indicates con~on concepts and processes 

used in two or more situations 

(3)	 states differences between processes 

(4)	 States differences between concepts 

(5)	 Discovers new applications 

(6)	 Considers problems and tells if they could 

be solved by applying certain indicated 

processes and/or concepts 
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(7)	 Looks for alternative methods of doing 

problems 

(8)	 ~~periments with mathematical possibilities 

(9)	 Makes mathematical conjectures 

(10)	 Speculates about unknown problems 

(11)	 Uses mathematical intuition 

E-l.	 The student develops study habits essential for 

independent progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Indicates plausibility of solutions 

(2)	 Uses new symbols when necessary 

(3)	 Selects the correct algorithms 

(4)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(5)	 Uses the appropriate mathematical material 

after analyzing problem situations 

(6)	 Makes specific deductions from general 

statements 

(7)	 Makes generalizations 

(8)	 Critically evaluates proof 

(9)	 Indicates recognition of patterns and 

relationships 

(10)	 Changes approach when necessary 

(11)	 Exhibits perseverance 

(12)	 Traces vocabulary items to related ones 

(13)	 Organizes data 
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(14)	 Looks for counterexamples when this is 

called for 

(15)	 Relates information to the larO'er whole 
D 

(16)	 Plausibly estimates 

(17)	 Applies mathematical jUdgment 

(18)	 Computes accurately 

(19)	 Verifies solutions 

(20)	 Validates identities 

F-l.	 The student is able to continue further work in 

mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Exhibits work consistent with the next 

course in mathematics 

(2)	 States the type of mathematics which follows 

his present course 

(3)	 Performs well in future mathematics courses 

(4)	 Consistently demonstrates the ability to 

use the mathematical knowledge he possesses 

to discover results which are new to him 

(5)	 Illustrates the type of behavior which is 

exemplified under the simple goal statements 

in this report 

(6)	 Uses a good mathematics vocabulary 

(7)	 Selects appropriate mathematics for prob

lems	 with which he is confronted 
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F-2.	 The student is able to continue further work in 

disciplines which require extensive use of 

mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Capably uses the mathematics associated 

with future physics courses 

(2)	 Capably uses the mathematics associated 

with future chemistry courses 

(3)	 Capably uses the mathematics associated 

with future biology courses 

U.f.}	 Capably uses mathematics associated with 

future courses in the social sciences 

(5)	 Capably uses mathematics associated with 

future astronomy courses 

(6)	 Indicates an understanding of the qualities 

of good data 

(7)	 Uses methods best adapted for the problems 

at hand 

(8)	 Selects appropriate mathematics for prob

lems with which he is confronted 

(9) Performs well in future science courses. 

G-l. The student thinks mathematically. 

The	 student: 

(1)	 Thinks and argues about mathematics for 

himself 
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(2 ) Indicates chains of reasoning used for
 

deriving a statement
 

(3)	 Matches general statements with related 

specific ones 

Explains logical connections between related 

items 

(5 )	 Uses correct ideas of implications 

(6 )	 Applies correct notions of postulates 

(7)	 Explains mathematics as a system with the
 

various parts taking their places as con


tributing parts of the whole system
 

(8)	 Uses ideas of necessary and sufficient con

ditions 

(9 )	 Indicates untrue implications 

(10)	 Makes specific deductions from given general 

statements 

(11)	 Makes well founded generalizations 

( 12 )	 Solves problems which involve deduction 

(13 )	 Relates information to the larger whole 

(14 )	 Properly uses intuition 

(15 )	 Makes accurate and well founded conjectures 

(16)	 Refers to a given proof and determines if 

the proof remains valid if certain steps in 

the proof are interchanged 

Correctly answers questions ""hicb are 
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implications of a theorem presented to him 

(18) Indicates if additional data is needed in 

order to draw a conclusion from a given set 

of definitions and assumptions 

(19) Tells situations in society where assump

tions and conclusions can be identified 

G-2. The student understands Ugood tt mathematics. 

The student: 

(1) Relates information to the larger whole 

(2) Explains mathematics as a system, with the 

various parts taking their places as con

tributing parts of the whole system 

(3) Uses algebraic aspects of structure 

(4) Applies order aspects of mathematics 

(5) Uses elementary aspects of number theory 

(6) Answers the Itwhylt of algorithms 

(7) Explains logical connections between re

lated items 

(8) Validates identities 

(9) Constructs simple proofs 

(10) States relations between properties 

(11) Uses correct ideas of implications 

(12) Applies correct notions of postulates 

(13) Uses the idea of equivalence 

(14) Uses the idea of undefined terms 
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p 

(1.5)	 Tells the rela.tionship between a statement 

and its converse 

(16)	 Uses ideas of necessary and sufficient 

conditions 

(17)	 Solves problems which involve transfer 

(18)	 Sol ves problems which involve insight 

(19)	 Solves problems which involve deduction 

(20)	 Hakes generalizations 

(21)	 Critically evaluates proof 

(22)	 Indicates recognition of patterns 

(23)	 Makes specific deductions from general 

statements 

(2~) Tells untrue implications 

B-1.	 The student is able to critically examine mathe

matical material. 

'J'he student: 

(1)	 Thinks and argues about mathematics for 

himself 

(2)	 Describes mathematics as a series of inter

related parts which are dominated by the 

character of the whole 

(3)	 Uses ideas of necessary and sufficient COD

ditions 

(4)	 Hefers to a given proof and determines if 

the proof remains valid if certain steps in 
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the proof are interchanged 

(5) Correctly answers questions which are 

implications of a theorem presented to him 

(6) Critically evaluates proof 

(7) Indicates recognition of patterns and 

relationships 

(8) Looks for counterexamples when this is 

called for 

(9) Validates identities 

(10) Verifies solutions 

(11) Constructs simple proofs 

(12) States relations between properties 

(13) Classifies proofs into direct and indirect 

categories 

(14) Corrects wrongly stated concepts, processes, 

or facts 

(15) States evidence which indicates that a given 

concept, process, or fact should be used 

H-2. 'The student thinks logically. 

The student: 

(1) F~plains logical connections between 

related items 

(2) Matches general statements with related 

specific ones 

(3) Uses correct ideas of implication 
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(S) 

(6) 

(7) 

(8) 

(9) 

(10) 

(II) 

(12) 

(13) 

(14) 

(IS) 
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Uses ideas of necessary and sufficient con

ditions 

Indicates untrue implications 

Ymkes specific deductions from a given 

general statement 

Ymkes well founded generalizations 

Solves problems which involve deduction 

Relates information to the larger whole 

Makes accurate and well founded conjectures 

Correctly answers questions which are impli

cations of a theorem presented to him 

States the relationship between a statement 

and its converse 

Indicates the chain of reasoning in a 

proof--that is, he tells which statements 

in a proof are needed to imply a later 

statement 

Identifies assumptions and conclusions under

lying a statement 

Tells the value of applying the logical 

thought of mathematics to non-mathematical 

1 
situations 

lE:ugene rvi. Oltrogge, "Behavioral Objectives for 
Testing the HeJative Merits of Modern and Traditional 
lV:athematics in High School u (Ivjasters thesi~ at Drake Univer
sity, Des Moines, Iowa, June, J965), po. )b-b5. 
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This completes the listing of simple behaviors that 

should be the o~oals of a secondary th toma ema lCS program. 

The manner in Which these behavior statements are used is 

explained in the next section. 

II. PROCEDURE 

After selecting the Iowa Tests of Educational Devel

opment as the test to be evaluated, a copy of Form X-4 was 

obtained from the State University of Iowa. The author 

then chose a problem from the test to be evaluated. This 

problem was then typed on a separate sheet of paper and 

solved on that paper vJith all operations shown. If more 

than one method of solution could be used, the other methods 

were also shovm on the same page. 

There remained, however, the need for a means of 

checking the behaviors required in the test against those 

suggested by Oltrogge. This was accomplished by devising 

a checklist numbered in the same way as the behaviors 

listed on pages sixteen through forty-two above. A copy of 

the checklist is on the following page. The writer then 

proceded to examine each problem solution sheet against the 

entire list of 360 behaviors. \rJhen a behavior was required 

in the solution, a check mark was placed by the number of 

the behavior on the checklist. 

The same procedure was followed for each of the 
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44CH:E:CKLIST FOR RECORDING BEJ-IAVIORS TESTED 

I . A-I 7 7	 14 12 18 9 16 B-2
1 8	 8 15 13 19	 10 17 12 9 9 16 14 11 18 2 
3 10 10 15 D-l	 12 19 3114 A-2 16 1 13 4
5 12 A-3 1 17 2 14 G-2 56 13	 1 2 18 3 15	 1 6 
7 14	 2 3 16 2 
8 15	 3 4 C-l

4
5 17 3 8

7 

9	 4 5 1 6 18 4 9
10 C-l 5	 6 2 7 19 5 10 
11 1	 6 7 3	 8 20 6 11 
l~ 2	 7 8 94 7 12 

3 8 9 5 10 F-l 8 13 
A-2 4 9 10 6 11 1 9 14 
1 5 11 7 12 2 10 15 
2 6 B-1 12 8 13 3 11 
3 7 1 13 9 14 4 12 
4 8 2 14 10 15 5 13 
5 9 3 11 16 6 14 
6 10 4 A-3 12 17 7 15 
7 11 5 1 13 18 16 
8 12 6 2 14 19 F-2 17 
9 7 3 15 20 1 18 
10 II. A-I 8 4 16 21 2 19 
11 1 9 5 17 22 3 20 
12 2 10 6 18 4 21 

3 11 7 19 D-2 5 22 
A-3 4 12 8 20 1 6 23 
1 5 13 9 21 2 7 24 
2 6 14 10 3 8 
3 7 15 11 C-2 4 9 B-1 

8 16 12 1 5 14 
5 9 17 13 2 6 3-1 2
 
6 10 14 3 7 1 3
 
7 11 I V. A-I 15 4 8 2 4
 
8 12 1 5 9 3 5
 
9 13 2 B-1 6 10 4 6
 
10 14 3 1 7 11 5 7
 
11 15 4 2 8 6 8
 
12 16 r" 9 E-l 7 -'
:> 3	 0 

6 4	 10 1 8 10 
11 2 9 11B-1 A-2	 7 5 

10 121 1 8 6 12 3
 
2 2 9 7 13 11- 11 13
 

1 ') Ii
")	 ~ L10 8	 14 5 Lt·3 ;>	 

11) 6 13 IS
4 }+	 11 9 
r:;'	 10 16 '7 Hi5 12j	 

8 156 6	 13 11 17 
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fifty-three questions. 'rhis provided the writer with a
 

record of all of the behavioral operations required for
 

the solution of the problems in the test.
 

When all fifty-three problem solutions had been com

pared with a complete list of behaviors and the results re

corded on a separate checklist, the analysis of the results 

was made. This was done by counting the number of problems 

that required the first behavior. This number was recorded 

on a final checklist beside the number of that behavior 

statement. This was continued for each behavior until all 

360 behaviors had totals. Some behaviors were required in 

all fifty-three problem solutions and other behaviors being 

required in fewer problem solutions or none. 

It was after these totals were counted that it was 

possible to group the behavior statements. The four groups 

us ed were: (1) Thos e beha viors tha t were requi red by forty 

or more problem solutions; (2) Those behaviors that were 

required by twenty-five th~ough thirty-nine problem solu

tions; (J) Those behaviors that were required by one through 

fifteen problem solutions; and (4) Those behaviors that were 

not required by any problem solution. In analyzing the 

totals it was found that there were no objectives that were 

required by sixteen through twenty-four problem solutions. 

After the behaviors were grouped, an analysis was 

made as to the type of behaviors found in each group and as 

to t"hy they wer's found in that p;roup. 



CHAPrEH II
 

GROUPING OF BEHAVIORS
 

In this chapter the behaviors will be grouped accord

ing to the number of problem solutions that required their 

use. Before the behaviors can be grouped, a knowledge of 

how many problem solutions required the use of each of the 

360 behavioral statements must be known. This information 

was obtained by going through each of the fifty-three check

lists and counting the number of checks that each behavioral 

statement had. This information is in Table lIon the 

following page. In a further attempt to group the behav

iors, a tabulation was made as to the number of behaviors 

that were required for all fifty-three problem solutions, 

the number of behaviors required for fifty-two problem solu

tions, and so on for all numbers zero through fifty-three. 

This information is in Table III. In looking at Table III, 

it appears that the behaviors tend to fall into four groups. 

First, there are those that were required by forty or more 

problem solutions. Second, there are those behaviors that 

were required by twenty-five through thirty-nine problem 

solutions. Third, there are those behaviors that were re

quired by one through fifteen problem solutions. Finally, 

there were those behaviors that were not required by any of 

the problem solutions. There were no behaviors that were 
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TABLE II 

FINAL CHECKLIST OF BEHAVIORS TESTED 

NOTE: This checklist has been expanded to two pages 
for ease of reading. The first numbers are the same as the 
checklist of page forty-four and the nurriliers beside these 
numbers are the number of problem solutions that required 
that behavior. 

I.	 A-I 8-0 II. A-I 6-53 13-0 B-1 
9-2 7-52 14-0 

1-53 10-0 1-42 8-36 15-0 I-50 
2-0 11-1 2-3 9-48 16-0 2-0 
3-0 12-0 3-0 3-50 
4-L~I+ 4-15 B-1 A-2 4-0 
5-32 B-1 5-7 5-0 
6-0 6-45 1-36 1-48 6-43 
7-2 1-0 7-47 2-0 2-1 7-7 
8-29 2-0 8-46 3-9 3-0 8-9 
9-1 3-1 9-3 4-35 4-7 9-47 
10-0 Lt.-o 10-46 5-1 5-0 10-1 
11-0 5-0 II-53 6-1 6-30 11-0 
12-0 6-0 12-37 7-28 7-1 12-50 

7-0 13-52 8-48 8-0 13-31 
A-2 8-0 14-0 9-0 9-4 14-0 

9-0 15-4 10-37 10-33 15-0 
I-51 10-0 16-0 11-1 11-1 16-1 
2-0 11-0 12-0 12-0 17-0 
3-0 12-1 A-2 13-41 13-0 18-0 
4-0 13-0 14-1 14-0 
5-34 14-0 1-0 15-39 C-l 
6-3 15-0 2-48 16-30 A-3 
7-34 3-3 17-32 1-4 
8-0 C-l 4-3 I-51 2-0 
9-0 5-32 IV. A-I 2-0 3-11 
10-0 1-26 6-44 3-0 4-0 
11-0 2-0 7-42 I-53 14-0 5-9 
12-44 3-0	 8-46 2-0 5-0 6-0 

9-52 3-1 6-D-0 7-0D-l 
A-3 5-0 10-51 4-0 7-0 8-0 

6-0 5-0 8-8 9-0 
1-51 7-0 A-3 6-32 9-0 10-7 
2-0 8-0 7-0 10-31 11-1 
3-0 9-0 1-46 8-0 11-1 12-1 

12-1 13-0Lt- 33 10-0	 2-48 9-0 
5-0 11-0	 3-!~3 10-0 13-0 ID-O 

11-0 14-0	 15-26-5 12-0	 4-5 
12-0 15-0	 16-15-467-34 
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TABLE II (Continued) 

IV.	 C-l 16-0 F-l G-2 H-2 
17-5 

17-0 18-1 1-0 1-0 1-0 
18-1 19-0 2-0 2-0 2-5 
19-1 20-0 3-0 3-12 3-0 
20-0 21-0 L!_-O 4-1 4-0 
21-0 22-0 5-0 5-29 5-0 

6-11 6-0 6-31 
C-2 D-2 7-50 7-0 7-0 

8-0 8-37 
1-0 1-0 F-2 9-0 9-0 
2-0 2-0 10-0 10-2 
3-0 3-0 1-5 11-0 11-0 
L~- 0 4-1 2-2 12-0 12-0 
5-0 5-0 3-2 13-1 13-0 
6-0 6-0 4-7 14-0 14-0 
7-0 7-2 5-1 15-0 15-1 
8-0 8-1 6-0 16-0 
9-0 9-2 7-51 17-25 
10-0 10-0 8-53 18-0 
11-0 11-0 9-0 19-34 
12-0 20-0 
13-0 E-l G-l 21-0 
14-0 22-1 
15-0 1-46 1-0 23-32 
Ib-O 2-2 2-0 24-0 
17-0 3-46 3-7 
18-0 4-53 4-0 B-1 
19-0 5-44 5-1 

6-30 6-0 1-0 
D-l 7-0 7-0 2-0 

8-0 8-0 3-0 
1-4 9-2 9-0 Ll--O 
2-3 10-1 10-30 5-0 
3-0 11-0 11-0 6-0 

12-0 12-36 7-1w-49
 
5-0 13-5 13-0 8-0
 
6-0 14-0 14-0 9-0
 

15-0 15-1 10-327-0 
16-0 11-08-0 16-3 

12-09-1 17-45 17-0
 
10-3 18-42 18-0 13-0
 

19-0 14-0
11-26 19-37 
15-012-0 20-0
 

13-0
 
lL~-O 

15-0 
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TABLE III
 

QUANTITY OF BEHAVIORAL STATEMENTS THAT WERE
 
REQUIRED BY AN EXACT QUAl'lTITY OF
 

PROBLEH SOLUTIONS
 

Quantity of Quanti ty of Quantity of Quantity of 
Behaviors Problem Behaviors Problem 

Solutions Solutions 

6 were required for all 53 2 26 
3 were required in 52 1 25 
5 51 0 24 
4 
1 

50 
49 

0 
0 

23 
22 

5 
2 

48 
47 

0 
0 

21 
20 

7 
2 

46 
45 

0 
0 

19 
18 

Lf 
2 

44 
43 

0 
0 

17 
16 

3 
1 

42 
41 

1 
0 

15 
14 

1 
1 
0 
4 
3 
1 
4 
2 
6 
3 
4 
2 
1 
0 

40 
39 
38 
37 
36 
35 
34 
33 
32 
31 
30 
29 
28 
27 

0 
1 
2 
0 
3 
1 
6 
0 
6 
4 
8 

10 
35 

203 

13 
12 
11 
10 

9 
8 
7 
6 
5 
4 
3 
2 
1 
0 
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required by sixteen through twenty-four problem solutions. 

As pointed out earlier, the behavioral statements 

tend to fall into four groups. The first group included 

those behaviors that were required by forty or more prob

lem solutions. Those behaviors that are in the first 

group will now be listed. The number of problem solutions 

requiring the behavior listed is shown by the number in 

parenthesis that follows the behavior. This number could 

also be found by looking at Table II. The behaviors are 

numbered in the same manner that they were in the list 

given on pages sixteen through forty-two. 

I.	 KnoWledge
 

A-l The student knows mathematical processes.
 

The	 student: 

(1)	 Applies processes to problems and new 

situations which require their use (53) 

(4) Uses parts of the processes (44) 

A-2 The student knows mathematical facts. 

The	 student: 

(1)	 Makes use of the facts in problems and new 

situations which require their use (51) 

(12)	 Uses facts to solve problems in everyday 

life Utld 

A-3 The student knows mathematical concepts. 

The	 student: 
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(1)	 Applies concepts to problems and new 

situations which require their use (51) 

II.	 Skills 

A-I	 The student is skillful in computing with under

standing. 

The student: 

(1)	 Computes with speed (42) 

(6)	 Uses algorithms (45) 

(7)	 Uses numerical processes (47) 

(8)	 Indicates the plausibility of solutions (46) 

(10)	 Selects the correct algorithms (46) 

(11)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(53) 

(13)	 Analyzes problem situations and uses the 

appropriate processes (52) 

A-2	 The student is accurate with computations. 

The student: 

(2)	 Solves problems correctly (48) 

(6)	 Indicates plausibility of solutions (44) 

(7)	 Computes accurately (42) 

(8)	 Sele cts the correct algori tlLms (46) 

(9)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(52) 

(10)	 Analyzes problem situations and uses the 

appropriate processes (51) 
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A-3	 The student is efficient with computations. 

The s tUden t: 

(1)	 Uses algorithms (46) 

(2)	 Uses numerical processes (48) 

(3)	 Computes efficiently (43) 

(5)	 Selects the correct algorithms (46) 

(6)	 Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(53 ) 

(7)	 Analyzes problem situations and uses the 

appropriate processes (52) 

(9)	 Completes large numbers of problems in a 

limited amount of time (48) 

B-1	 The student develops reading skill essential for 

progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(8)	 Understandably reads problems involving 

transfer (48) 

(13)	 Transforms problems into an accessible 

formulation of the problem (41) 

IV.	 Critical Thinking 

A-l	 The student understands the mathematical processes. 

The student: 

(1)	 Applies processes to problems which require 

their use (53) 

A-2	 The student understands mathematical facts. 

The student: 
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(1) Applies facts to problems and new situations 

which require their use (48) 

A-3 The student understands mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(1)	 Applies concepts to problems and new situ

ations which require their use (51) 

(6)	 Uses necessary concepts to check or verify 

probable solutions (40) 

B-1	 The student demonstrates general problem solving 

techniques. 

The student: 

(1)	 Solves the exact problem stated (50) 

(3)	 Selects appropriate problem solving tech

niques for a given problem situation (50) 

(6)	 Transforms problems into an accessible 

formulation of the problem (43) 

(9)	 Us es the correct algori thms (~-7 ) 

(12)	 Indicates knowledge of when an answer has 

been obtained (50) 

D-l	 The student uses mathematical processes and con

cepts to discover new generalizations. 

The student: 

(4)	 Is resourceful in problem solving (49) 

E-l	 'I'r-Je student develops study habits essential for 

independent progress in mathematics. 
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'l'he student: 

(1) Indicates plausibility or solutions (4b) 

(3) Se~ects the correct a~gorithms (46) 

(4) Indicates when an answer has been obtained 

(53) 

(5) Uses the appropriate matherr~ticai material 

after analyzing problem si tua tions (44) 

(17) A.pplies mathematical judgment (45) 

(18) Computes accurately (42) 

F-l The student is able to continue further work in 

mathematics. 

'rha s tudent: 

(7)	 Selects appropriate mathematics for problems 

with which he is confronted (50) 

F-2	 The student is able to continue further in disci

plines which require extensive use of mathematics. 

The student: 

(7)	 Uses methods best adapted for the problems 

at hand (51) 

(8)	 Selects appropriate mathematics for problems 

with which he is confronted (53) 

Thl s compl et BS the fi rs t group of behaviors. In the 

second group are those behaviors that were required in 

t'ltJenty-five tbrough trJirty-nine problem solutions. They are 

linted in the same manner BS those in the preceding section. 
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I. KnoHledge 

A-I T'he student knows mathematical processes. 

The student: 

(5) Uses processes to check and verify answers 

which have made use of processes (32) 

(8) Uses processes in solving problems of a re

lated field, whenever tr~s is possible (29) 

A-2 The student knows mathematical facts. 

The student: 

(5) Uses facts to check and verify solutions 

trBt have made use of those same facts (34) 

(7) Uses facts, where applicable, to solve 

problems in a related field (34) 

A-3 The student knows mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(4) Uses the necessary concepts to check or 

verify probable solutions (33) 

(7) Uses concepts in problems of a related field, 

whenever this is possible (34) 

C-l The student knows the vocabulary words in prob

lems which require their use. 

'rhe student: 

(1) Uses mathematics vocabulary words in prob

lems which require their use (26) 
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II.	 Skills 

A-I	 The student is skillful in computing with under

standing. 

The student: 

(12)	 Interprets solutions (37 )
 

A-2 The
 student is accurate with computations. 

The student: 

(5 )	 Validates solutions (32 ) 

A-3	 The student is efficient with computations. 

The student: 

(8)	 Uses proc esses which are most effective and 

least wasteful of time (36) 

B-1	 The student develops reading skill essential for 

progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(1)	 Uses an adequate vocabulary (36) 

(4)	 Understandably reads problems involving 

induction or deduction (35) 

(7)	 Understandably reads problems involving 

transfer (28) 

(10)	 Makes specific deductions (37) 

(15)	 Solves the exact problem stated (39) 

(16)	 Demonstrates mathematical reading accuracy 

(30 ) 

(17)	 Reads with comprehension (32) 
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IV. Critical Thinking 

A-l The student understands the mathematics processes. 

The student: 

(6) Uses processes to check or verify answers (32) 

A-2 The student understands mathematical facts. 

The student: 

(6) Uses facts to verify or check procedures (30) 

(10) Uses facts to solve problems in a related 

field, whenever this is possible (33) 

A-3 The student understands mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(10) Uses concepts in problems of a related field, 

whenever this is possible (31) 

B-1 The student demonstrates general problem solving 

techniques. 

The student: 

(13) Validates solutions (31) 

D-l The student uses mathematical processes and con

cepts to discover new generalizations. 

The s tuden t : 

(11) Makes specific deductions from general state

ments (26) 

E-l The student develops study habits essential for 

independent progress in mathematics. 

rL'he student: 
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(6)	 Makes specific deductions from general 

statements (30) 

(19)	 Verifies solutions (37) 

G-l	 The student thinks mathematically. 

The student: 

(10) M~kes specific deductions from given general 

statements (30) 

(12 ) Solves problems which involve deduction (36) 

G-2 The student understands good mathematics. 

The student: 

(5 )	 Uses elementary aspects of number theory (29) 

(17 )	 Solves problems which involve transfer (25) 

(19)	 Solves problems w.bi ch involve deduction (34) 

(23)	 Makes specific deductions from general 

statements (32) 

H-l	 The student is able to critically examine mBth

ematical material. 

The student: 

(10)	 Verifies solutions (32) 

H-2	 The student thinks logically. 

The student: 

(6)	 Makes specific deductions from a given 

general statement (31) 

(8)	 Solves problems which involve deduction (37) 
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This completes tb.e second group of behavioral state

ments. In checking the list in trIable III it is found that 

there are no behaviors tb..at were required by sixteen through 

twenty-four problem solutions. 'l'herefore, the grouping to 

be made next is that of thos e behavioral statements tha t 

were required by one through fifteen problem solutions. 

The following statements are in that group. 

I.	 Knowledge 

A-l	 The student knows mathematical processes. 

The student: 

(7)	 Applies processes in making predictions (2) 

(9)	 Reviews si tuations and tells those in which 

a certain process can be used (1) 

A-2	 The student knows mathematical facts.
 

The student:
 

(6)	 Applies facts in making predictions or 

est i mat e s ( .5 ) 

A-3	 'rhe student knows mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(6)	 Uses concepts in r~king predictions or 

est i rna t e s ( .5 ) 

(9)	 states evidence which indicates that a given 

concept should be used (2) 

(11)	 Indicates true and false items wrLi ch are 

based on B concept (1) 
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B-1	 The student knows the role of mathematics in 

society. 

The student: 

(3)	 Tells the importance of examining the valid-

ity.of reasoning processes in situations 

arising in society (1) 

(12)	 Explains how mathematics helps us understand 

our environment (1) 

C-l	 The student knows the vocabulary essential for 

progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(4)	 Answers simple questions about given vocabu

lary items (1) 

II.	 Skills 

A-I	 The student is skillful in computing with under

standing. 

The s tuden t: 

(2)	 Indicates knowledge of ari thmetic insights (J) 

. b t b (le:;)(4)	 States relatlons e ween num ers / 

(5)	 Estimates solutions (7) 

(9)	 Uses nev.J s'ymbols when necessary (3) 

(15)	 Correctswrong computations (4) 

A-2	 The student is accurate with computations. 

The student: 

(3) Perforn~ motor skills satisfactorily (3) 
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(4) Corrects wrong computations (3) 

A-3	 The student is efficient with computations. 

The student: 

(4) Uses new symbols when necessary (5) 

B-1	 The student develops reading skill essential for 

progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(3)	 Understandably reads problems involving 

induction or deduction (9) 

(5)	 Understandably reads problems involving 

extrapolation (1) 

(6)	 Understandably reads problems involVing 

insight (1) 

(11)	 Makes well founded generalizations (1) 

(14)	 Applies different word meaning for different 

problems (1) 

IV.	 Cri ti cal rl'hinking 

A-I	 The student understands the mathematics processes. 

~'he s tuden t: 

(3)	 Contrasts processes (1) 

A-2	 'I'he student understands mathematical facts. 

The student: 

(2)	 States the facts (1) 

t·he cor'rootnoss ofUd	 t~akes statemen t,s a b aut . 

given solutions which make us e of a gi ven 
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set of facts (7) 

(7)	 Indicates basic relationships between facts 

( 1 ) 

(9)	 Uses the facts to make predictions (4) 

(11)	 Uses vocabulary pertinent to the facts (1) 

A-3	 The student understands mathematical concepts. 

The student: 

(8)	 Uses concepts to help in making predictions 

or estirr~tes (8) 

(11)	 Uses the pertinent vocabulary of concepts (1) 

(12)	 Indicates whether a certain concept can or 

should be used (1) 

B-1 The student demonstrates general problem solving 

techniques. 

The student: 

(7)	 Selects suitable notation for a given 

technique (7) 

(8)	 Selects suitable sJ~bolism for a given 

technique (9) 

(10)	 Indicates when new ideas are needed (1) 

(16) Indicates recognition of patterns (1)
 

C-l The student understands the logical structure of
 

rna thematics. 

Tbe student: 

Sl
'mple Questions about structure (ti)

(1.. )	 Answers " 
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(3)	 Applies the algebraic aspects of structure
 

to problems (11)
 

(5)	 Uses aspects of structure to check or verify
 

solutions (9)
 

(10)	 Indicates statements which can be derived
 

from given information (7)
 

(11)	 Shows proficiency in area of numerical
 

approximation (1)
 

(12)	 Uses inequalities (1) 

(15)	 Indi cates recognition of patterns (2) 

(16)	 Verbalizes arithmetic structure (1) 

(18)	 Uses vocabulary pertinent to structure (1) 

(19)	 Indicates if additional data is needed in
 

order to draw a conclusion from a given set
 

of definitions and assumptions (1)
 

D-l	 The student uses mathematical processes and 

concepts to discover new generalizations. 

The student: 

(1)	 Indicates recognition of patterns (4) 

(2)	 Makes conjectures (3) 

(9)	 Organizes details which are related to a
 

given item (1)
 

(10)	 Eliminates items unrelated to a given topic 

( 17)	 Indi eEl tes s ta t ement s whi cb can be deri ved 

_1lO 
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from	 given information (5) 

(18)	 Indicates if additional data is needed in 

order to draw a conclusion from a given set 

of definitions and assumptions (1) 

D-2	 The student uses mathematical concepts and pro

cesses to discover new applications. 

The stUdent: 

(4)	 States differences between concepts (1) 

(7)	 Looks for alternative methods of doing 

problems (2) 

(8)	 Experiments with mathematical possibilities 

( 1) 

(9)	 Makes mathematical conjectures (2) 

F:-l	 The student develops study habi ts ess ential for 

independent progress in mathematics. 

The student: 

(2) Uses new s)Tffibols when necessary (2) 

(9) Indicates recognition of patterns and 

relationships (2) 

(10) Changes approach when necessary (1) 

(13) Organizes data (5) 

(16) Plausibly estimates (3) 

F-l The student is able to continue further work in 

mathematics. 

The gtudent: 
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(6) Uses a good mathematics vocabulary (11) 

F-2 The student is able to continue further work in 

disciplines which require extensive use of
 

mathematics.
 

The student:
 

(1)	 Capably uses the mathematics associated with 

future physics courses (5) 

(2)	 Capably uses the mathematics associated with 

future cherr~stry courses (2) 

(3)	 Capably uses the mathematics associated with 

future biology courses (2) 

(4)	 Capably uses mathematics associated with 

future courses in the social sciences (7) 

(5)	 Capably uses mathematics associated with 

future astronomy courses (1) 

G-I	 The student thinks mathematically. 

The student: 

(3)	 Matches general statements with related 

specific ones (7) 

(5)	 Uses correct ideas of implications (1) 

(15) Makes accurate and well founded conjectures 

( 1 ) 

Understands ng,~oodn mathematics.G-2	 The student .. 

'J'he student: 

(3) Uses algebraic aspects of structure (12) 
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B-1 

(4) Applies order aspects of mathematics ( 1 ) 

(13)	 Uses the idea of equivalence (1) 

(22)	 Indicates recognition of patterns ( 1 ) 

The student is able to ..crltlcally examine 

mathematical material. 

The student: 

(7)	 Indicates recognition of patterns and 

relationships (I) 

B-2	 The student thinks logically.
 

The student:
 

(2)	 Matches general statements with related 

specific ones (5) 

(10)	 Y~kes accurate and well founded conjectures 

(2) 

(15)	 Tells the value of applying the logical 

thought of mathematics to non-mathematical 

situations (1) 

This completes the listing of those behaviors that 

were needed by one through fifteen problem solutions. Re

maining are those behaviors that were not required by any 

of the fifty-three problem solutions. This list is the 

longest as can be seen by once again checking Table III. 

TThere are 203 behavioral statements not required b J any 

problem solutions. Because this list is so large, these 

behaVioral statements were put into groups with each group 
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ha vinp..,. s orne common id ea or thought. I h . n eac case this 

common idea is presented and the quantity of behavioral 

statements that had this idea in common is given as a 

numeral following the general statement. 

1 .	 States the differences , processes , facts, prin

ciples, and so on. In general, the student is to 

state something. (30) 

2.	 Classifies processes, facts, concepts, items, 

proofs, and general statements. (12) 

3.	 Corrects wrongly stated applications, facts, con

cepts, references, vocabulary definitions and 

processes. (11) 

4.	 Tells which characteristics belong to a certain 

process, if additional data is required, value of 

applying logical thought. In general, tells about 

something. (14) 

5.	 Contrasts differences between facts. (1) 

6.	 Identifies situations, assumptions, and conclu

sions. (2) 

7.	 Reviews a group of si tuations and indicates those 

which have a certain common aspect. (3) 

8.	 Describes the role of mathematics in technology, 

industry, science, further progress, and philoso

phy. (6) 

· t\..]
I 

e impot'tance of rna thema ti cs in hi story,9.1scussesD
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current affairs, the professions and the trades. 

(2 ) 

10.	 Interprets the word tlelegancetl as it applies to 

the beaut y 0 l' rna t h ema tics . ( 1 ) 

11.	 List practical values of mathematics. (1) 

12.	 Describes the relationship of, traces, names co~mon 

aspects of, satisfies definition of, uses, and 

applies vocabulary words. (8) 

13.	 Explains and states the material used to develop 

algorithms. (2) 

14.	 Indicates; errors in inaccurate solutions, common 

processes used, type of reasoning used, and untrue 

implications. (8) 

15.	 Understandably reads problems involving insufficient 

data, induction or deduction. (3) 

16.	 Analyzes, iDdi cates when complete, cons tructs, 

critically evaluates and in general answers ques

tions concerning proofs. (20) 

17.	 Makes statements about the correctness of given 

S oluti ons Hi th respe ct to the proces s es us ed . (1 ) 

18.	 Criticizes arguments which make use or facts, 

concepts, processes, and structure aspects. (5) 

19.	 Traces processes, concepts, and vocabulary items. 

,nc1lea·· t COfr·lmor·r cor'Jc;E~n·ts used in tl..JO or Inore20.	 I eSr 
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situations. (2) 

21.	 Determines statements as true or false with respect 

to given information. (3) 

22.	 Looks for counterexamples when this is called for. 

(3) 

23.	 Changes approach when neces sary . (1) 

24.	 Shows an understanding of the structure of mathe

rnatics and the use of axioms and postulates. (10) 

25.	 Validates identities. (4) 

26.	 Correctly anS1<lerS questions Which are implications 

of a theorem presented to him. (7) 

27.	 Speculates about unknown areas. (2) 

28.	 Finds alternative methods, experiments. (3) 

29.	 Attempts to be hi s own teacher and makes use of 

intui tion. (5) 

30.	 Uses ideas of necessary and sufficient conditions. 

(5 ) 

31.	 E~plains logical connections between items Bnd 

relates information to larger wf101e. (8) 

3c." Exbibits perseverance. (1) 

33.	 F.xhibits work consistent with the next course in 

rna themat i c s . (L~ ) 

3L+. Indicates nli unc1erstand:i.ng of the qualities of 

data. (1) 

3:). Thinks and argues about rnatllernatics for himself. (1) 
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36. Performs well in future science courses. (1) 

37· Makes well founded generalizations. (5) 

'38. Solves problems which involve insight. (1) 

39. Uses correct ideas of implications. (2) 

This completes the final grouping of the 360 

behavioral statements. These behaviors were put into four 

groups. In the first group are the forty-six behavioral 

statements that were required for forty or more problem 

solutions. The second group contains the thirty-four 

behavioral statements that were required for twenty-five 

through thirty-nine behavioral statements. It was found 

that there were no problem solutions that were required by 

sixteen through twenty-four problem solutions so these num

bers were not included in any group. Those behavioral 

statements required for one through fifteen problem solu

tions are in the third group with the total being S6venty

seven. In the final group there are 203 behavioral state

ments with the behaviors in this group being required for 

none of the problem solutions. 
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CHAPTER III 

SUHtvrARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

I • SUMMARY 

The writer first selected the quantitative section 

of the Iowa Tests of Educational Development as the test to 

be evaluated. Each of the fifty-three questions were solved 

with all operations shown on a worksheet. If more than one 

method could be us ed, th e other methods were also shown. 

A list of 360 behavioral statements that should be 

the goals of secondary mathematics were suggested in a 

thesis written by E. M. Oltrogge. A checklist was developed 

tha t was numbered in the same manner as the list of be

havioral statements. The writer then compared a problem 

solution with each of the 360 behaviors, placing a check

mark by the number of any behavior that was required in the 

solution of a given problem. 'l'his procedure l"as fol101,,]ed 

for each of the fifty-three problem solutions. 

Usin[3 the fifty-three separate checklists, a master 

checklist was used to record the total nurl1ber of times that 

a particular behavior was required. This master checklist 

was used to group the behaviors into four quantity oupS. 

rj'hose groups are: (1) Those behaviors required forty or 

more timAS; (2) Those behaviors required twenty-five through 
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thirty-nine times; (3) IJ'hose behavl' ors required one through 

fifteen times; and (4 ) Those behaviors not required at all. 

1'here were no behaviors that were required for sixteen 

through twenty-four problem solutions. 

It was found the first group contained forty-six 

behaviors, the second thirty-four behaviors, the third 

seventy-seven behaviors and the last 203 behaviors. 

II. CONCLUSIONS 

The first conclusion that can be made is that the 

total number of behaviors that were not required by any 

problem solutions is quite large. If the number of be

haviors required by only one problem solution, thirty-five, 

were added to the 203 not required by any, this gives a 

total of 238. This means that 238 of the 360 behaviors, 

approxi ma tely sixt y- six per cent, of the behaviors were 

required only once or not at all. Considerin~ that the 

author checked a behavior when there was an opporhmi ty to 

exhibit that behavior, even though a student may be able 

to solve the problem correctly without exhibiting that be

havior, the number of behaviors required for this test was 

very srnall. 

All behaviors required by forty or more problem 

solutions CBn be grouped into the following behavioral 

statements. Those behaviors grouped are identical in 
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wording or in thought. 

1. The student applies facts, concepts, and processes 

to problems and new situations which required 

their use. 

2. Uses parts of processes 

3. Uses facts to solve problems in everyday life 

4. Computes with speed 

5. Uses algoritmQs 

6. Uses numerical processes 

7. Indicates the plausibility of solutions 

8. Selects the correct algorithms 

9. Indicates when an answer has 

10.	 Analyzes problem situations 

priate processes 

11. Solves problems correctly 

12. Computes accurately 

13. Computes efficiently 

been obtained 

and uses the appro

lJ~. Completes large numbers of problems in a limi ted 

amount of time 

15. Understandably reads problems involving transfer 

16. Transforms problems into an accessible formulation 

of the problern 

' T,rse~ rr conceDts to check or verify probable17 • _ _, necessa J t 

solutions 

18. Solves the exact problem stated 
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19.	 Is resourceful in problem solving 

20. Applies mathematical jUdgment 

These behaviors in general all refer to solving some 

kind 0 f pro blem. The student is to: read the problem, 

select the cor'rect algori thms, compute the anS\l1er, and check 

to see if the answer is correct. The large number of check-

marks	 received by these behaviors points up that a great 

number of' the	 fifty-three problems must be of this type. 

ThB behaviors that were required for twenty-five 

through thirty-nine problffin solutions can be grouped as 

follows: 

1. Uses processes to check and verify answers 

2.	 Uses processes, facts, and concepts in solving 

problems of a related field, whenever this is 

possible 

3.	 Uses mathemBtics vocabulary words in problems 

which require their use 

4. Interprets	 solutions 

S.	 Uses processes which are most effective and least 

wasteful of' time 

6. Understandably reads problems involving induction 

or	 deduction 

'da problems involving transfer7 . d	 bl rea c .Understana y 

8 .	 Solves exact problem stated 

'n·_(c... theJ~atl·cal reading accuracyDemons tra t €~S ,- '. 
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10. Reads with comprehension 

11. Uses elementary aspects of number theory 

This group of behaviors that also recel'ved a very 

adequate number of checkmarks, has some things in common 

with the previous group and adds somewhat to previous 

statements about the first group. In fact, all the be-

ha vi ors lis ted except number three would fi t into the prob

lem solving type that was described following the first 

list. Number three listed above involves the use of vocabu

lary words in problems and the understanding of these vo

cabulary words. This statement would also fit the general 

problem solving type question because a student would need 

to read with comprehension before starting to solve a 

problem. 

The third group of behaviors were those required in 

one through fifteen problem solutions. Host, sixty-three, 

of the seventy-seven behaviors were required for five or 

les8 problem solutions. This would indicate that these 

behaviors were not covered very well by the fifty-three 

problems. The following behaviors are the result of ~roup-

ing the seventy-seven in the original list, They are: 

1. Applies process, facts, and concepts in making 

predictions or estimates 

2. Reviews situations and tells those in which a 

certain process or concept can be used 
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3.	 Indicates true or false items which are based on
 

a concept
 

4· Tells the value of applying the logical thought 

of mathematics to non-mathematical situations 

arising in society 

5. Answers simple questions about given vocabulary items 

6. Ind ica tes knowle dge of ari thmeti c insights 

7. States relationships between numbers and facts 

8. Uses new symbols when necessary 

9. Corrects wrong computations 

10. Performs motor skills satisfactorily 

11.	 Understandably reads problems involving induction, 

deduction, extrapolation, and insight 

12. I'1akes well founded generalizations 

13. Contrasts processes 

14. States the facts 

15.	 Makes statements about the correctness of given 

solutions which make use of a given set of facts 

16. Selects suitable notation and syTIbolism for a 

given	 technique 

17. Indicates when new ideas are needed 

18. Indi cates recof2;ni tion of patterns 

19. Answers simple questions about structure 

20. Applies aspects of structure to problems and to 

check	 solutions 
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21.	 Indicates statements which can be derived from 

given information 

22. Uses inequalities and applies order aspects of 

mathematics 

23· Indicates if additional data are needed 

24· Organizes details which are related to a given item 

25. Eliminates items unrelated to a given topic 

26. Changes approach when necessary 

27.	 Capably uses the mathematics associated with future 

courses in the sciences and social sciences 

28. Uses the correct idea of implication 

29. Uses the idea of equivalence 

Finally, those 203 behaviors that were not covered 

by any problem solution are in the last list. These beha

viors are the most important at this point because they 

point up the type of mathematical goals that are not covered 

by this test. These behaviors were grouped earlier on pages 

sixty-seven through seventy into thirty-nine statements. 

These statements will not be repeated here but instead some 

conclusions about this group of behaviors will be stated. 

nt 't	 must be remoolbered that this is a sixty-F l ' r,~ ,	 l ~ 

five minute test and not a complete evaluation of the math

ematical abili ty of the students taking the test. Due to 

this fact, there are other types of tests and other types 

of evaluation that would be necessary to test for all 360 
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behaviors. 

The type of behavior as Ii fper arms well in future 

science courses" and "exhibits work consistent with the 

next course in mathematics" can not be included in this 

type of test but would need to be observed by someone or a 

follow-up study should be made. The behaviors "exhibits 

perseverance" and Uthinks and argues about mathematics for 

himself" are other behaviors that would need to be observed 

by the teacher of the student. 

Some behaviors could be tested more easily by using 

an essay test than the objective type. An example of this 

type of behavior is "states the differences, processes, 

facts, and principles" and "explains and states the material 

used to develop algorithms." other examples are Ucriti 

cizes arguments which make use of facts, concepts, and pro

cesses,n and ntells which characteristics belong to a cer

tain process. it 

For the behaviors grouped in number fourteen on page 

sixty-ei~ht, a question that gave a step-by-step solution 

with an error at some point in the solution would test for 

this type of behavior. 

To test for the behavior "corrects wrongly stated 

app 1 1, ca t ions, f ac t s, an d can cepts n the evaluation instru
c 

, .stat·ements that contained conceptsment would need to gIve - ..
 

or applications and let the student determine if there were
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any wrongly stated information and correct the errors that 

were found. 

An evaluation instrument with a choice of Itinsuffi 

cient data" as one of the choices would test for the behav

ior tlunderstandably reads problems involving insufficient 

data. tt Not all problems would need to have this choice but 

at least one or two would have this as the correct choice. 

For the type of behavior llfinds alternative methods l ' 

and Uchanges approach when necessary,U show a problem and 

one possible procedure. The student is directed to then 

show another procedure for solving this problem. 

There are eight behaviors that were grouped under the 

p;eneral beha vi oral s ta tement tides cri bes the relationship of, 

traces, names common aspects of, satisfies definition of, 

uses, and applies vocabulary words." This i tern is very 

important at this time as the mathematical vocabulary is 

stressed in the classroom. Vocabulary is also important 

due to the fact that the mathematics vocabulary of "modern" 

mathematics is different than that of "traditional." 

Matching vocabulary items to a list of definitions is one 

of the several ways of testing for understanding of vocabu

lary items. 

In the last area to be discussed, there are eight 

general statements that were listed on pages sixty-seven 

through seventy that are typical of what is being taught in 
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nmodern tt mathematics at this time. 

These general behaviors 

are listed using the same numbering s t ys em as on pages
 

sixty-seven through seventy:
 

16. Analyzes, indicates when complete, constructs , 
critically evaluates and in general answers 

questions concerning proofs. (20) 

22.	 Looks for counterexamples when this is called 

for.. (3) 

24·	 Shows an understanding of the structure of mathe

matics and the use of axioms and postulates, (10) 

25.	 Validates identities. (4) 

26.	 Correctly answers questions which are implications 

of a theorem presented to him. (7) 

30.	 Us es id eas of necessary and suffi cient condi tions. 

(5 ) 

31.	 Explains logical connections between items and 

relates information to larger whole. (8) 

37.	 Nakes well founded generalizations. (S) 

In this list a total of sixty-two simple behavioral 

statements are found. 'I'his means that almost one-third of 

those behaviors receiving no checkmarks are included in this 

list. l1hat type of behaviors are found in this list? Those 

behaviors that involve the understanding and use of proofs, 

~Jha tis foundaXioms, and theorems are part of the group. 

here are behaviors that deal with the structure of 
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mathematics as a whole. 

Modern mathematics is being taught 

so that the student can understand the structure of mathe

matics rather than the memorizing of a procedure that will 

solve a problem. 

There must be a great many ways that a test writer 

could include most of these sixty-two behaviors. To evalu

ate a proof, a mis-structured proof could be given and the 

student asked to indicate which step or statement is out of 

pIa ce. 

The following is an example from the Twenty-Sixth 

Yearbook of The National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. 

This problem is given as an example of the behaviors tithe 

student understands the logical structure of mathematics U 

and tiapplies mathematical reasoning to non-mathematical 

situations." 

During a survey in a certain school it was found that 
some of the students cheat on exams. Assuming the 
conclusion to be valid, what can be said of the follow
ing inferences: (True-Fals e- Indetermina te) ? 

1. Some students in the school cheat on exams. 
2. Many students in the school cheat on exams. 
3 . All students in the school cheat on exams. 
l-l- • Some students in the school do not cheat on exams. 
5. Most students in the school do not cheat on exams. 
6. Some studenti who do not cheat on exams are in 

t:his school. 

IThe National Council of Teachers of Nathem~tic:, 
Evaluation in Mathema tics, Twenty-sixth Yearbook (washlnp;
tOy1:-TS. c" 1961), p .trr:
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The above examples indicate that there are many 

areas that are not covered by the Iowa Tests of Educational 

Development. A total of 203 behaviors were not required 

for any problem solutions, and thirty-five more were re

quired for only one problem solution. These 238 behaviors 

comprise approximately sixty-six per cent of all the 

behaviors listed. 

Those behaviors that were required by an adequate 

number of problems in the test were behaviors required for 

problem solving. To be a valid test of the goals of second

ary mathematics, this test would need to include different 

types of questions to cover a much larger number of beha

viors. The test in present form is inadequate in testing 

for the goals of modern ma thematics • 
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The following problems are from the Iowa Tests of 
Educa t"i anal Development, 'l'est 4, It,Abili ty tOdO Quanti tati ve 
Thinking:rv 'The problem solutions following each problem 
were us ed to determine whi ch behaviors were required for a 
problem solution. 'r'he problems are numbered in the same 
manner as they are in the test booklet. The answer selected 
as the correct solution is underlined. 

1. Henry makes a profit of 4010 on each $1.50 box of 
Christmas cards that he sells. How many boxes must he sell 
to earn a total profit of $30.00? 

(A) 20 ; (B) 50; (C) 60', (D) 75; (E) Not gi ven 

$1.50 $30.00 ~ 3000 
x .40 $.60 bCJ 

.6000 ~ $.60 per box 

50 therefore 50 boxes are needed. 
60....-)J-0,-::,.0~0 

Check: $1.50 $75 
x 0 x .40 
$7 .00 $30.00 

2. If a piece of pipe 28 3/8 inches long is cut from a 
pipe 57 1/8 inches long, how long is the piece remaining? 

(A) 28 l/Lt inches; (B) 29 1/4 inches; ( C) 29 3/4 inches; 

(D) 29 1/2 inches; ( E?) Not gi ven 

=: ::: 56 + 9/857 1/8 56 + 8/8 + 1/8 
~.-28 3/8 28 + 3/8 = - 28 + '/8 

28 + i/8 = 28 3/4 

Check: 21) 3/8 :::: 28 3/8 
:=+ ?b 3/1~, + 28 6/8 

56 9/8 := ~6 + " /8) + 1/8 := ),"7 1/8L)
,/ 
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3. L~Four thousand and two hundred twenty-nine thousandths\t 
is the same as: 

(A) 0.4229; (B) }+OOO.229; (C) 4200.029; (D) 422 9.000; 

(E) Not oaiven

The student must have the ability to read decimal fractions 
correctly. 

The following table gives the difference between 1956 and 
1957 sales figures for a retail store during the first six 
months of the year. 

1957 SALES Thousands of Dollars) 
( + means higher than 19 
( - means lower than 1956) 

MONTH THOUSANDS OF DOLLARS 
January + 12 
February + 4 
l\1arch - 10 
April + 8 
Hay - 17 

4. How do the total sales for 1957 compare with those for 
1956 0 v e y. the en t ire peri 0 d ? 

(B) $11 000 higher than ISS 6;
~(A) 851,000 hi~her than 1956; , 

· 1 t 19~6' (D..) ',J.·.)'3.000 lower than lO/5~6,' (C) E~xBct1y equB_ 0 J; .' ~ 

( R ) Not gi ven 

(+12) + (+4.) -+- (-10) + (+8) + (-17) ==-3 

_ 3 x ($1000) == - $3,000 or $3,000 lower. 



5. In a large high school graduating class 129 out of 
graduates entered college. What per cent of the class 344
 
entered college?
 

(Ii ) 26 2/3%; ( B ) 33 1/3%; ( C ) 39 1/2%; (D) 40 1/2%; 

(E) Not given 

·375 = 37.5% = 37 1/2% Method 2.
JVIethod 1. 344)129.000 

103 2 129 = 
25 80 3"44 ~ 
24 08
 

1 720
 ·375 = 37 1/21G
172 0 8)3.0000

0 
40 

Method 3 • 344r = 129 
~o129r = 344 Y:Q

0Then di vide as above. 

Because problems 6 and 7 are based on the same data that is 
given in the form of a bar graph, problem 8 is given here 
and problems 6 and 7 are given on the following page. 

8. The boiling point of water, whi ch is taken as 212
0 

F. at 
sea level, decreases by 1 degree for each 511 feet of alti 
tude above sea level. To the nearest degree, what would be 
the boiling point in Denver, which is at an altitude of 
5,280 feet? 

o o
(A) (R) 202 F.j ( C) 210 F. ; (D) 211 0 F.; 

(E) Not given 

10 = 10 and 170/511 which is equal to 10 degrees 
511)S2BO to the nearest degree. 

Sll 
~ 

170 
212 

- 10 
202 = 202 degrees F. 
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Problems 6-7 are based on th fl·e 0 lowIng graph. 

P.ow Agriculture Has Changed in the 
United States 

1900 

1930 

1950 

1/1/////i//IIS.7 

] 146 

///1////////4 6.3 

11S7 

/I///I/I///l S.4 

l 215 

11/II II No. of farms (in mi llions ) 

~ I Average size (in acres) 

6. How many farms were there in 19501 

(A) S4,000; (B) S40,000; ( C) 5,400,000; (D) 5h 000 000'o , , , 

(E) 540,000,000 

S.4 x 1,000,000 = 5,400,000 

7. Which of these overall changes has occurred from 1900 
to 195o? 

(A)	 f<.... arms have decreased in number and size. 

and size.(B)	 Farms have increased in number 

and decreased in size(C)	 Farms have increased in number 

increased in size
(D) Farms have decreased in number	 and 

(E) Farms have remained unchanged in number and increased 

in size. 
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9. On a public works project the city is to pay 1/5 of 
the cost, the state 1/3 of the cost and f d 1 
the balance. If the job cost $18,000 wha~ :I~l ~overnment 
federal government's share? ' e the 

(A) $7,200; (B ) $8,!±00; (C) $9,600; (D) $13,500; 

(E) Not given 

Method 1: 

x 18,000 == 3,6001/5 3,600 18,000 
+ 6,000 9,600
 

1/3 x 18,000 = 6,000 9,600
 8,400 = $8,400 

Hethod 2: 

1/5 = 3/15 1 IS/IS 7/15 x 18,000 = 8,400 
+-lLl =+5/1g 8/15 = - 8/1

7/1gb/l 

10, If a board six feet long is cut into tbxee parts so 
that the parts are in the ratio of 3:1:1, vJhat would be the 
length in feet of each of the two shorter pieces? 

(A) 10 inChes; (B) 2 feet; (C) 2 2/5 feet; 

(D) 4 feet; (E) Not gi ven 

Let the first part be 3x 3x + x + x = 6 
Let the second part be x 
Let the third part be x 5x = 6 

x == 6/5 

The two shorter 
pieces are each 
1 and 1/5 feet. 



Problem 11 is based on the following graph 
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NUMBER 
OF FAULTY 

PARTS October 1st 

50 

40 

30 

20 

10
 

8:30 9:30 10:30 11:30 2:30 3=30 4:30 
A.M. A.Ivl. A.H. A.M. P.M. P.M. P.M. 

TIME 

11. In a large factory a sample of 1000 parts is taken out 
of the production line every hour and inspected for flaws. 
The chart above gives the number of faulty parts found in 
the samples for October 1. Which of the following state
ments best summarizes this information? 

(A) Overall production was lower in the afternoon. 

(B) Overall production was higher in the afternoon. 

(C) Quality was more consistent in the morning. 

(D) Fewer faulty parts were produced in the morning. 

(E) A smaller proportion of acceptable parts was produced 

in the afternoon. 
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12. If there are 2.54 centimeters to the inch which of 
the following indic,ates the correct computatl'on' f or findingthe number	 of centlmeters (c) in P yards? 

(A) c;::; 12 x 2.54 x P; (B) c:::: 12 x 36 x 2.54 x P; 

(C) c;::; (J6 x 2.54 x P) .;. 12; (D) c;::; 36 x 2.54 x P; 

(E) Not gi ven 

2.54 em. = 1 inch 

1 yd. = J6 inches 

P yards =(P x 36)inches, therefore c ;::; 2.54 x 36 x P 

lJ. If J(x - 1) :::: 2(x + 1), what does x equal? 

_ 1 • (A) +5 ; (B) - 1/5; (C) +1; (D) , (E) Not given~ 

;::;t1ethod 1: 3(x - 1 ) 2(x + 1 ) Given 

3x :::: 2x + 2 Distributive Property- 3 

= 2x +- Addition of three to3x 5 
both sides of equation 

x :::: Addition of (-2x) to5 
both sides of equation 

Method 2:	 Try each solution in the given equation to see 
if it is the correct answer. 
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14. A certain raw are, as it comes from th . 
8% pure metal. How many tons of raw are mu:tm~ne, contains 
to get one ton of pure material? e processed 

(A) 8·, (B) 12·, (C) 25; (D) 250 (E) Not given 

8% = .08 .08n =: 1 Given 

Let n represent the number of 8n =: 100 Multiply both 
tons needed. sides by 100 

n =: 12 1/2	 Dividing 
both sides 
by 8 

Check: 12.5 
x .08 
1.000 

Use this table for numbers 15-16. 

A lumber yard uses the following table to aid clerks in 
figuring the cost of oak flooring: 

No. of ft. 10 ! 20 30 40 

Cost $.47 . $.87 $1.27 $1.67 

l5. How much should a clerk charge for 55 feet of flooring? 

(A) $2.07; (B) $2.27; (C) $2.57; (D) $3.07; 

( F, Not p;iven
" 

55 $2.20 
x~ + .. •07 

2.20 $2.27 

16. 1,lhi CIl	 of thE; following formulas express the correct 
relationship between F, the number of feet of flooring, and 
C, the total cost? 

(·0) 1"'::: ll~"	 + 7.
U J~(A ) C F	 + 37 ; (13 ) C - 2F + c')7 .• '+. , 

• I(D) C - 3F + 17 . E) Not given
\ 
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17· Gold can be beaten to a thickness of 2 x 10-5 . th t inches.Wha t 1S anD er way 0 write this measurement? 

(A) 200,000.0 inches; (B) 20,000.0 inches; (C) 0.00002 

inches; (D) 0.000002 inches; (E) Not gi ven 

10-5 = 1 = 0.00001 2 x 0.00001 = .00002 inches
100000 

18. In 1960 a giant tree was estimated to be 5000 years 
old. About what year did it first begin to grow? 

(A) 3040 B. C.; (B) 3140 B. C• ; ( C) 4040 B. c. ; 
(D) 5000 B • C • ; (E) 6960 B.C. 

1960 - 5000 = -3040 -3040 is the same as 
3040 B.C. 

19. The first step in a convenient method for multiplying 
large numbers such as 3956 by 298 is to multiply 3956 by 300. 
The second step would be to: 

(A) subtract 2 times 29B; (B) subtract 600 from the result; 

(C) divide 3956 by 2; (D) subtract 2 times 3956; 

(E) add 596 to the result 

Hethod 1:
 

3956 x 298 = 3956(300 - 2) = (3956 x 300) - (3956 x 2)
 

Hethod 2· 

1,186,800 7,912 = 3956 x 2300 x 3956 - 1,186,800 
298 x 3956 = 1,178,888 -1,1}8,888 

7,012
/ 

L 
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20. Exactly h01f.J many tens are there in the number 571.83? 

(A) 57.18,3; (B) 71.83; (C) 571.83; (D) 5718.3; 

(F.) Not gi ven 

21. The per capita consumption of meat in the United States 
was 161 pounds in 1955. Which of the following interpreta
tions of this statement is most accurate? 

(A)	 The typical adult living in the United States ate 161 
pounds of meat in 1955. 

(B)	 In 1955 half the people of the United States ate more 
than 161 pounds of meat, half ate less than 161 pounds. 

( C)	 Most of the people in the United States ate 161 pounds 
or more of meat in 1955. 

(D)	 If all the people in ~he United States in 1955 had 
eaten an.equal amount of meat, each would have had 
lblpounds. 

(E) All but an insignificant proportion of the people in 
the United States consumed at least 161 pounds of meat 
in 1955. 

22. A rectaniJ;ular corn crib wi th inside dimensions of 10 
feet by 20 fe~t is filled to a level 14 feet high with 
3500 b~3hels of corn. How many bushels are represented by 
each one foot of height in the crib? 

(A)	 2 L: l- h ~ (P) ]"7.[~ bushels,' (G) 125 bushels;" ous,els; _) _ ./ 

( D)	 2So bushe1 s ; ( E: ) Not g i ven 



Problem 23 is based on the following figure: 

23. The length in inches of the circumference of the at 
circle is: 

(A) 90 inches; (B) 128 inches; ( C) 160 inches; 

(D) 180 inches; (E) Not given 

r-lethod 2: 

16° = 8u	 inches per I degree
}bC50 x 16ra1 

8 a 
16x = 2880 o 360

0 

x .r:: inch 
X 180 inches l8o~0 inchesIII' 

24 . I\lIr. ers dro ve hi scar 214 mi les on 11.2 gallons 
soline costing 2B.8¢ per gallon. From these data, whE 

would	 the quantity 11.2 x 28.8 tell us? 
2lW 

(A) Gents per roi lei (B) l"Ti les per dollar; (C) Galle 

per milej ( D ) Do 11a r s per mi 1 e j ( E ) Not g i v en 

11.2 p'B±±8REl x 28.8 cents x 1 == cents 
--,---..,.....-- 

1 1 gB±±8R 2111 miles mile 
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25·	 What is the next ter~ of t-he" series 1 9 2C I, , , :J, 4-91 

(A)	 73 (_13-,-)__8=1 ; ( C) 8Q·
/ , (D) 97; ( E) Not gi ven 

Method 1 : I"1ethod 2: 
2 The number Its square root1 =	1 1 1 

9 3
25
32 = 9 
49 

5 
7
52 = 25 The next square root appears 

2 to be 9 because the square
7 = ~-9 roots are odd numbers in order. 

If 9 is the next square root2 = 81 Therefore 81 is9 then 81 is number needed be-' 
the number cause 9 is the square root of 

81. 

26. Which of these sets of data would be most appropriately 
presented by a circle graph? 

(A)	 Safety records of ten dri vers working for a trucking 
company 

(B)	 Changes in the cost of ten basic food items from 1945 
to 1955 

(C)	 Worker productivity in the steel industry in five major 
countries 

(D)	 Population growth in the United states at twenty-year 
intervals f~om 1800 to 1950 

(E)	 . Percentage breakdo~m of the praft ts of a company from 
its various products 
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27. In an experiment on the productivi ty of four varieties 
of tomato plants, the yield from ten plants of each kind 
was weighed and tabulated. The results are given below: 

No. of plants
YIELD giving 

Variety Variety 
A B 

f--' 

5 
pounds 1 1 

~-
2 5pounds 

3 
pounds 4 3 

2 
pounds 2 1 

1 

~und 1 
Total no. 
of plants 10 10, 

lof each variety 
the indicated yield 

Variety Variety 
C D 

1 1 

3 7 

24 

2 

10 , 10 
I 

On the basis of this experiment, which variety should be 
recommended? 

(A) A·, (B) B', ( C) c·, (D) D', (E) No variety was 

superior to any other. 

Variety A Variety B Variety C Variety D 

5 5 4 4 
8 20 9 21 

12 9 8 +-1L 
+ 2 +- 2 29 Ibs.4 

~} 1 36 lbs. ~lbs.
 
3u lbs.
 

28. If a student ranks 23rd from the top in a class of 187, 
which of the follo\....ring most precisely and accurately places 
hi::1 position in tIle class? 

(A) Within the top (B) Within the top 1 

(C) \ilJithin the top 2 L;%; (D) IiHthin the top one-third; 

.121 ~ 12. 
] H?) ::n, i)C)O_.. "-. i .......... ...-'. '
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29. If a pound of grass seed is sUfficient for 
feet, how many pounds would be required for the 250 square 
diagrammed below? lawn 

(A) 3.0 '3S t 

(B) 

(c) 

3.9 

L~ .2 
30' 20' 

15' 

(D) 5.1 15' 

(E) Not given 15' 

The student must know how to find the area of a rectangle. 

35 x 30 = 1050 sq. ft. which is the total area if part 
of rectangle were not missing. 

15 x 20 = 300 sq. ft. which is the area of the part 
that appears to be removed from the bottom. 

1050 - 300 = 750 square feet which is the area of the 
diagram. 

~~3_ = 3.0 Ibs. of grass seed 
250)750 

750 
--0 

30. It man is hired at an annual salary of $4800 with armual 
increases of $200, effective after each full year with the 
company. Which of the following expressions gives his 
salary after 'Y' years? 

(A) 2 00Y +1+800 ; (B) 200 (Y + 4-800 ) .. (C) ItBoo (200 + y) .. 

(D) 11 800(200) (y); (E) Not p;iven 

The student rrrust understand a(b + c) - (ab) + (ae) 
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31. Radi oa cti ve rna terials underO'o ct' 

ie> on lnuous disinte
tion at 1'a t es that have been accuratel 1· gra
amount (A) of one such material that r~m~~ cUlaf~tued. The 

. ns a er Y years 

is defined by the relationship A = 800(~)Y/25 

What amount will remain after fifty years? 

(A) 200 units; (B) 400 units; (C) 600 units; 

(D) 800 units; (E) Not given 

Y = 50, therefore Y/25 is equal to 2. The relationship 

then becomes A = 800(~)2 

A = 800(~) 

A = 200 

Because problems 32 and 33 use the same table, these prob
lems are on the following page. 

34. Nr. Hudson drove his car 8,470 miles during a recent 
year. In making out his income tax, he wished to list the 
mane y tha t he pa id in federal gaso line taxes as a deduction. 
If rVLr. Huds on averages 14 mi les to the ga lIon and the 
federal tax is 6rJ per gallon, wha t is the total amount of 
this deduction? 

(A) $3 6 .30; (B) $39.00; ( C) d·~C:O • 8:J·_., (D) $71.1);l..{/.,./. 

(E) Not given 

- 60~ qallons of p)'asoline bOS 
/ 0 ~1)dB~1~ x .06 

$36.30QbL 
07
 
00
 
70 

70 
o 
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ProblemB )2 and 33 are based on the following table.
 

Popula tion of the Uni ted States by Age: 1920 - 1960
 

( B'igures Given in Hundred Thousands)-

Age 1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 
(Predi cted) 

Under 20 idO 4·76 ~-53 511 671 
20 
14- 0 
60 

- 39 
- 59 
and over 

343 
203 

80 

390 
257 
105 

425 
302 
137 

464 
3)18 
184 

466 
410 
233 

Total 1056 1228 1317 1507 1780 

32. What increase was expected between 1950 and 1960 in 
the number of people 60 and over? 

(A) Forty-nine thousand 

(B) Four hundred ninety thousand 

(0) FOl..l.r million, nine hundred thousand 

(D) Forty-nine million 

(E)	 Not f,;iven 233 - 184 ::: 49 

49 x 100,000 ::: 4,900,000 

33. ltlh.at was the fi rs t of the tabled years in whi ch the 
group between 20 and 60 included less than half of the 
total population? 

(A) 1920; (B) 1930; (C) 191-!-0; (D) 1950; (E) 1960 

3113 390 L~25 461i·	 L~66 

+- 203 + 257 + ,302	 +410+ ~48 
"- )	 ----r;fb54b 6·17 727 12 

5b.6 6117 727 b12 876
 
x 2 x 2 x 2 x c. " x 2
 

1 ~?l~2 
. C	 ,..L1092 1 r)q),-1. l)!~j.j 1624 1/

F:HCh product WE.S cOTnpBred l>Jith the	 totals in the table. 
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35.	 Which of the following means the same ras	 + r + r + r? 
(A)	 r 1- 3 ; (B) Lbr ; (C) 2r2 ,. (D) r4 (E) Not given 

The student must understand the use of exponents and 

perhaps r + r + r + r ~ r(l + 1 + 1 + 1) = r.4 = 4r 

36. Accordi~g to historical records, the life expectancy 
of men born ln 184-3 was 41 years. \1\/hat does this mean? 

(A)	 More men died at 41 than at any other age. 

(8)	 The average age at time of death was 41. 

(C)	 Very few men lived to be 41. 

(D)	 All but an insignificant proportion lived to be 41 or
 
older.
 

(E)	 No corfect interpretation is given. 

37. A store manager made the following deposits during one 
week of business:·- !\/landay, $135.6.5; Tuesday, $lO~(.83; 
Hednesday, $93.2L~; Thursday, ~p12S.98; Friday, $268.15; 
Saturday, $255.75. During this week withdrawals of $145.38 
and $2.51.46 were made. How much had the account increased 
by the end of the week? 

(A)	 ~!;4 90 .56 ; (B ) 3:; 589 .86 ; ( C) $S 90 .66 ; (D) $986 .60 ; 

( II; )	 Not p; i v (~n 
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38 . As a rule of thumb in planning the ' , d' h't ::> J Slze of rooms in new bUll lng, arcl ects usually allow a m' , a 
cubi c ~'eet for ea?? oc?upant. By this rUl~nl~:c~f 20? 
followlng floor dlmenslons would result l'n t'h of ~het' _e smallest
acceptable mee lng room accommodating 30 pers ' 
a ceiling height of 10 feet? ons, assumlng 

(A) 15 x 20; (B) 20 x 25; (c) 20 x 30; (D) 25 x 30; 

(E) None of these would be acceptable, 

200 x 30 = 6000 cubic feet needed 

10 x 15 x 20 = 3000 cubic feet Students must know the 
10 x 20 x 25 = 5000 cubic feet formula for volume of a 
10 x 20 x 30 = 6000 cubic feet rectangular solid or 
10 x 25 x 30 = 7500 cubic feet understand the procedure

for finding volume. 

39. In a circle graph showing the expenditures for the 
federal government, the segment representing the amount 
spent for military operations has an angle at the center 
of the circle equal to 190 degrees. According to this 
graph, approxima t e1 y how many cents out of every dollar 
spent by the federal government goes for military opera
tions? 

(A) 19¢'; (B) ~7i; (C)SO¢; (D) 531; (D) 89¢ 

190 =: x 
360 100 360)190~~ = 52 280/360 or 52 7/9 

1800 
19000 := 360x 1000 

720 
2dO 

The student must know the central angle of a circle contains 
360 degrees. 
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),0. Which ~f these expressions corr tl 
~.. ec Y represents the 
statement, S equals the sum of the squares of the numbers 

and zU?x, y, 

(A) s = (x + y + z)2; 

(C) S == 2x + 2y + 2z; (D) All of the above expressions 

are correct. (E) None of the above expressions is correct. 

~_l. The following informa tion appeared on a worker's pay 
envelope: 

Total it/ages: $65.00 
ilH tholding Tax: 14.30 

Social Security: .65 
Net Wages: $SO .OS 

The worker' s tttake-home payu was what per cent of his total 
wages? 

(A) 77%.; (B) 72% ; ( C) 55%; (D) 280/,· (E) Not givenf"J , 

65~ .77 == 77'10 of 65 == 50.050.0 xfo 

'-t 55 65x == 50.05~
L~ ,55 

0 x == .77 

42. A \·m t ch :ins 2 1/2 minut es an hour. It is set accu
rately at 10:00 P. Fi. How many minutes will the watch 118ve 
gained by 6:30 A.M. the following morning? 

" I (' C) 20,' (D) 41 1/4(A ) 16 llLf ; ( B , ) 1S JIl.1- ; 

(_E.J...).......;N;.;..\ .:..o~t~_i"\j_re_n
 

2 + 6 1/2 == 8 1/210:00 P.M. to 12:00 midnight is 2 hours 
12:00 to 0:30 A.I'!J. is 6 1/2 hours 

(8 1/2) x (2 1/2) = S5/4 or 21 1/4 minutes. 
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43. If the temperature at 11:00 A.M. was ° 
4: 00 P.M. the same day it was -5 de ree 15 and at 
average change per hour during thisgper~~d~hat was the 

(A) +5°; (B) +2°; (C) _2°; (D) -4°.,· (E) _ Not given 

15	 - (-5) = 20 degrees change downward 

-20 - 40 
~ - 

Problem 44 is based on the following graph. 

Per cent of Children Aged 5-17 Attending School: 1870 - 1950 

100% 

90%
 

70%
 

~ 
~ 

---~ 

/ 
~ 

-f 
1870	 1910 1930 1950 

44. Assuming there were 30 million children between the 
ages 5 and 17 in 1950, approximately how many children were 
not attending school? 

(A) 2C;0 , (B)	 (0) 2,500,000; (D) 5.000. OOQ;
./, 000· 500,000; 

(E) 25,000,000 

10071; - t'5% ~ 15%
 

30,000,000 x (.V;) _ 1\,[;00,000 or approximately 5,000,000.
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45. If a blueberry pancake recipe wh' h 
calls for I 3/L~. cups of pancake mix~~w makes ~ servings 
used if 6 servings are wanted? ' much mlX should be 

(A) 2 1/4 cups; (B) 2 3/8 cups,' (C) 2 1/2 cups; 

(D) 2 5/8 cups; (E) Not given 

6 if x represents the cups of mix 
X 

(6)( 1 3/4) 

4x = 10 1/2 

x = 2 5/8 

Problem 46 is based on the data below. 

DAILY NE~S WANT	 AD RATES 

48~ per line per day7 consecutive days
 
3, 4. 5, 6 consecutive
 

51¢ per line per day'ltJeekdays 
60r! per lineOne day (weekdays) 
80~ per lineSunday 
2 lines11inimu1l1 s 1. z e ad 

46. What is the price of a tr~ee-line ad to appear in the 
paper from Monday tLrough Thursday? 

(A ) ;.in .53 ; (B ) $2 • O!~ ; ( C) $6 .12 ; (D) ~n .2 0 ; 

(E) Not gi ven 

$2.014 x 3 = 836.124 x Sly{ == $2 .ot~ 
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47. The price of a certain grade of beef cattle is cur
rently 2~_¢ per pound, and the pri ce has been decreasing 
approximately .2¢ per pound each week. If this trend con
tinues, when will the price decline to 20¢ per pound? 

(A) 2 weeks; (B) 10 weeks; (0 ) 12 weeks; (D) 200 weeks; 

on Not given 

24¢ - 20¢ = 4¢, the total price decline 

Let n renresent 
L 

the number of weeks needed 

.2n = 4 20 
.2"")4:0 = 2J""46 

n = 20 

48. 1rJha t is the value of (.04)3 1 

(A) .12 ; (B) .64; (0) .000012; (D) .00006k; (E) Not 

given 

( . 04 )3 == (. 04 ) ( .04 ) ( . 04 ) .04 
x .o~ 
.001 

The student must know 
meaning of exponents. 

the .0016 
x .04 

.000064 
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49. A salesman's commission is computed on his total 
dollar volume of sales per month as follows: 

10% on the first $400 (or portion thereof) 
12% on the next $800 (or portion thereof) 
15% on the next $800 (or portion thereof)
20% on allover $2000 

If a salesman makes sales totaling $3630 during a given 
month, what will be his income? 

(A) $582.00; (B) *590.00; (e) $626.00; (D) $652.00; 

(E) $752.00 

$400 x .10 = $40.00 $3630 $ 40 
$800 x .12 = $96.00 - 2000 96 
$800 x .15 = $120.00 $1630 120 

+ ~~~ $1630 x .20 = $326.00 

Room 

50. vJhich of the following would give the numb~r of square 
co ver the above liVIng roomfeet of carpet necessary t a '" 

floor? 

(24 x 12) + (4 x 12);
(A ) (24 x 16) - (4 x 6); (B) 

(24 x 12) $ 2 [4 .~ ~J( C ) (2!l x 16) - 2(4 x 6); (D) 

(E) Not given 

Area of total rect.aru;le is (24 x 16) (1/2)(h x b)
 
Area of each trianrd'e that is missling ~s _ I(LL xb) ::: (4 x t)
 
Area of two trianl~les is t2)(1/2)C+ x_o~ ~('JI' x-lb)-(W x b)
 
Total area minus lhe missing parts ~quas ~ouf' 8. rectan~... le
 

f o d the area - .The student must know how t.0 In 
and a triangle. 
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51. The rate of flow through a water pipe is proportional 
to the s quare of the diameter. If the flow through one
half-inch is 5 gallons per minute, what will it be through 
one-inch pipe? 

(A) 10 gallons per minute; (B) 20 gallons per minute; 

( C) 4_0 gallons per minute; (D) 80 gallons per minute; 

(E) Not given 

if x represents the rate of flow through 
the one-inch pipe 

(1/4} = ~
 
1 x
 

x = 5 
4: 
x = 20 

Problems 52 and 53 are on the following page because both 
are based on the same data. 
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Problems 52 and 53 are based on the following data: Rail
road freight rates are based on the type of merchandise, 
its weight, and the distance it is hauled. Rates are 
quoted per 100 pounds; for shipments over 100 pounds, 
charges are figured on a per-pound basis, using the 100
pound rate as a base. The following table gives the rates: 
on three products: 

100 200 300 

ltJa ter Heaters 
Miles 
$1.34 

]"111e8 
$1.74 

Hiles 
$2.08 

Ele ctri cHanges $1.56 $2.04 $2.44
Television Sets $1.71 $2.25 $2.80 

52. How much would it cost to ship a 150 pound water heater 
200 miles? 

(A) $1.54; (B) $1.74; (c) $2.56; (D) 4;2.61 ; 

(E) Not given 
1.5 = number of 100 pounds $1.74 

100JT5"():O 
100 x §7~ 
5'0 0 171

50 a $2.612:iIo = 
o 

53. If the rate for distances between 200 and 300 miles 
increases in proportion to the distance, what is the charge 
for shipping a 280 pound electric range 240 miles? 

(A) ;i;2.20; (8) $~.03; (C) $6.16; (D) $6.27; 

(E) Not given 
_·_9_illI-_ :::: cost per mile 

;$2 .L0-~ - ~~2. Ow = i£; .)+0 100)~ 
240 - 200 = 40 miles (40 miles) x (.004) =.16 

or $0.16 per hundred pounds 

~t2 . OL~ + .16 = .20 as rate for 240 miles per 100 pounds 

2.8 -- number of 100 pounds $2.20 
100)2130.0 x 2.8 

'77 0..200 ..!.rO 

t=rO 0 I±LIO 
eO 0 [f;o.160 = $b.16 

o 
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The faIlo1rling listing shows which behavioral state

ments were checked for each problem. The numbers listedthe behaviorshere refer to	 on pages 16 through 42. 

Problem	 1. F-I 7 B-1 1 IV. A-1 1
F-2 7	 3 3 

I.	 A-I I 8 6 A-2 4

4 9 A-3 1
 

A-2 1 Problem 2.	 12 6 
12 I . A-I 1 13 B-1 1 

A-3 1 4 D-l 4 12 
C-l 1 5 E-l 1 C-l 1 

II.	 A-I 1 A-2 1 3 D-l 4 
6 5 4 E-l 1 
7 12 5 4 
8 A-3 I 17 5 
10 4 18 17 
11 II. A-I 1 19 F-l 7 
13 2 F-l 7 F-2 7 

A-2 2 6 F-2 7 8 
6	 7 8 G-l 10 

8 G-2 5 127 
8	 10 B-1 10 G-2 17 

11 199 
12	 B-2 610 
13 Problem 3·	 8A-3 1 

2 A-2 2 I. A-I 1 
A-23	 5 1 

6 A-3 1 Problem 4.5 
11	 I. A-I 16	 7 

8 C-l 1	 47
9 9 4 S 

8B-1 8	 10 II. A-I 8 
11 A-2 113 A-3	 1 

15	 2 13 5 
7IV. A-I	 1 3 A-2 2 
126A-2 I	 4 A-3 191\-3 1	 5 

B-1 1	 6 A-3 6 4 
773	 7 

8 II. A-I 1
6	 9 6B-1 19 B-1	 8 712 13 4 

D-l t~, 15 7
8 

8 
10 

g~l 1 IV.	 A-I 1 111063	 1216tl, A-2	 1 13 
['	 176:> 
17 A-3	 1 
H3	 6 
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problem	 4 cant. 
2 G-2 3
II.	 A-2
 
5 5
 
6 19
 
7 B-1 10
 
8 B-2 8
 
9
 
10 Problem 5. 

A-3 1 I . A-I 1 
2	 4
 
3	 5
 

8
5
 
6 A-2 1
 
7	 5
 
8 7
 

12
9
 
B-1 4 A-3 1
 

8 4
 
10 7
 
13 II. A-I 1
 
15 4
 

IV. A-I	 1 6
 
6 7
 

A-2 1 8
 
6 10
 
10 11
 

12
A-3 1
 
6 13
 

B-1 1 A-2 2
 
3 5
 
6 6
 
9 7
 
12 8
 

C-l ~ 9
 
5
_/ 

10
 
D-l 4 A-3 1
 
E-l 1 2
 

3	 3
 
4	 5
 

6
5
 
17 7
 
18 8
 
19 9
 

F-l 7 B-1 1
 
1"-2 7 4
 

8 7
 
G-l 12 8
 

B-1	 10
 
13
 
15
 
16
 
17
 

IV. A-I 1
 
6
 

A-2 1
 
6
 
10
 

A-3 1
 
6
 
10
 

B-1 1
 
3
 
6
 
9
 
12
 
13
 

D-l 4
 
11
 

E~l	 1
 
3
 
4
 
5
 
6
 
17
 
18
 
19
 

F-l 7
 
F-2 7
 

8
 
G-l	 10
 

12
 
G-2	 5
 

17
 
19
 
23
 

H-l 10
 
B-2 6
 

8
 

Problem 6
 
I . A-I 1
 

L~ 
8
 

A-2 1
 
7
 
12
 

A-3 1
 
7
 

II.	 A-I 1
 
6
 
7
 

10
 
11
 
13
 

A-2	 2
 
6
 
7
 
8
 
9
 
10
 

A-3	 1
 
2
 
3
 
5
 
6
 
7
 
9
 

B-1	 3
 
8
 
13
 
15
 

IV.	 A-I 1
 
A-2 1
 

10
 
A-3 1
 

6
 
10
 

B-1 1
 
3
 
6
 
9
 
12
 

D-l 4
 
10
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6 cant.Problem 

B-1	 1IV. E-l	 1 A-2 2 G-l 12
3 3	 5 G-2	 564	 6 
5 12	 7 

19 
23

17 C-l 10	 8 H-l 1018 D-l 4 9 H-2 6 
19 11	 10 8 

F-l 7 E-l 1 A-3 1 
F-2 7 4 2 Problem 9. 

8 5 3 1. A-I 1 
G-2	 5 6 4 4

17	 5 5 
Problem	 7 . F-l 7 6 A-2 1 
I.	 A-I 1 F-2 4 7 5
 

8 7 8 12
 
A-2 1 8 9 A-3 1
 

7 G-l 3 B-1 4 4
 
12 10 8 II. A-I 1
 

A-3	 1 12 10 6 
7 G-2 17 13 7 

C-l 1 19 15 8 
II.	 A-I 4 23 IV. A-I 1 10 

8 B-2 2 6 11 
11 6 A-2 1 12 
12 8 6 13 
13 10 15 

A-2	 2 Problem 8. A-3 1 A-2 2 
6 I . A-I 1 6 4 

10	 69	 4 
10 5 B-1	 3 7 

6	 8A-3 6 8 
7 A-2 1 9 9 
8 5	 12 10 

13 A-3 19	 7 2B-1	 1 12 D-l 4 
3 A-3 1 9 3 

B-1	 1 54	 4 637	 7 78 C-l 1	 4 810 I I . A-I 1	 5 
Q6	 I16	 6 

B-1	 81717	 7 13IV. A-I	 1 8 18 IS19A-2	 7 10
 
10 11 F-l 7
 

A-3 1 12 v.-c'"'	 1
 
7
6	 13 
810 
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cant.
Problem	 9
 

IV. A-I	 1 A-2 2 B-1 6
 C-l 10
A-2	 1 5 17
 D-l 4
A-3	 1 6 18
 11
6	 7
 19
 17

B-1	 1 8 F-l 7 D-2 9


3 9 F-2 7
 11

6	 10 8
 E-l 1
 
9 A-3 1 G-l 10
 4
12 2	 12
 5


D-l 4 3 G-2 3 6
 
6
 5	 5 17
 

D-2 7 6 17 F-2 7
 
E-l 1 7 19 8
 

3 8 23 G-l 3
 
4 9 B-1 10 10
 
10 B-1 1 B-2 6 12
 
17 4 8 G-2 19
 
18 7 23
 
19 8 Problem II. H-2 2
 

F-l 7 10 I . A-I 1 6
 
F-2 7 13 8 8
 

8 15 A-2 7
 
16 A-3 1 Problem 12.
 

Problem 10. 17 7 1. A-I 1
 
I. A-I 1 IV. A-I 1 B-1 3	 4
 

4 6 II. A-I 11 5
 
5 A-2 1 13 A-2 1
 
8 4 A-2 9 5
 

10 12
A-2 1 10
 
S 1\-3 1 A-3 6 A-3 1
 

6	 7 4
7
 
12 10 9 II. A-I 1
 

A-3 1 B-1 1 B-1 1 4
 
6
4
4

7	 
3
6 8 7

8
II.	 A-I 1 9 10
 
6 12 11 9
 

10
16
7	 13
 11
17
8 C-l 3
 12
10	 19 I'l A-I 1
e	 

13
A-2	 10
11 D-1 LI A-2 2

12	 11 A-3 1
 

8	 5
13 B~-l 1
 6
10
3
 8
B-1	 1
4·	 .. 9
5	 j 
10
12
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problem 12 cant.
 

1 F-2 1
II. A-3 IV. A-I 1
 A-2 2
2 7 6
 6
8
3 A-2 1
 
4 G-l 10 6 8

7
 

5 12 A-3 1
 9
6 G-2 5 6
 10
 
7 17 B-1 1
 A-3 1

8 19
 3 2
 
9 23 6
 3


B-1 1 B-1 10 7
 5

4 B-2 6 8
 6
 
6 8 9
 7
 
7 C-l 3 8
 
8 Problem 13· 5 9
 
10 I. A-I 1 10 B-1 1
 
13 4 D-l 4
 
15 A-2 1 17 ~
 
16 12 E-l 1 13
 
17 A-3 1 3 15
 

IV. A-I 1 4 4 16
 
6 II. A-I 1 5 17
 

A-2 1 6 17 IV. A-I 1
 
6 7 18 A-2 1
 

A-3 1 8 19 A-3 1
 
6 10 F-l 7 B-1 1
 

B-1 1 11 F-2 7 3
 
3 13 8 6
 
6 A-2 2 G-2 3 9
 

12
7 5 5
 
13 C-l8 6 3
 

D-1 4
9 7
 
12 8 Problem 14. B-1 1
 

13 9 I . A-I 1 3
 
C-l .5 10 4 4
 
D-1 4 A-3 1 A-2 1 .5
 

12 17
1] 2
 
18
1\-3 1
17 3
 19
E-l 1 5 II . A-I 1
 

6 F-l 7
2 b F-2 7
7
3 7
 8
8
il 9
 G-I 5
10
5 B-1 8
 G-2 3
11
6 10
 
12
17 13
 
13
19 15
 

1"-1 7
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IV. 1
Problem 15. A-I C-l 1
 D-l 4


I. A-I 1 6 II. A-I 1
 11
A-2 2
4 4 B-1 1

5 6 6
 3
8 10
 7
 4
A-2 1 A-3 1 8
 5
6
5 10
 6

6 10 11
 17
 
7 B-1 1 12 18
 
12 3 13 19
 

A-3 1 6 A-2 2 F-l 6
 
7 9 5 7
 

II. A-I 1 12 6 F-2 7
 
6 13 7 8
 
7 D-l 4 8 G-l 10
 
8 11 9 12
 
10 E-l 1 10 G-2 5
 
11 3 1\-3 1 17
 
12 4 2 19
 

~ 

13 ~ 3 23
 
A-2 2 6 5 H-1 10
 

3 13 6 H-2 6
 
5 17 7 8
 
6 18 8
 

Problem 17.19 9
7
 
8 F-l 7 B-1 1 I. A-I 1
 
9 F'-2 7 4 A-2 1
 
10 8 7 7
 

A-3 1 (}-l 10 8 12
 
2 12 10 A-3 1
 

3 G-2 17 13 7
 
5 19 15 II. A-I 1

6
16
6 23
 
7 H-1 10 17 7
 
8 H-2 6 IV. A-I 1 9
 

10
6
8
9
 11
A-2 1
B-1 1
 13
6

!~ Problem 16. 

10 A-2 2

5 I . A-I 1
 

A-3 1
7 4 7
8
6
8 5
 9
10
10 8
 10
B-1 1
13 A-2 1
 

[" A-3 1
 
15 :J 6

3 2
 
16 7
 3
8
17 12
 4
9
A-3 1
 

) 12 5
 
"1" 6
13
7
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Problem	 17 cant. 
II.	 A-3 7 A-2 8 F-2 8 B-1 1 

9 9 G-l 10 3 
B-1 8 10 12 9 

10 A-3 1 G-2 17 12 
15 2 19 C-l 3 
16 3	 23 5 

IV. A-I 1 5 B-1 10 11 
1\-2 I 6 B-2 6 15 

10 7 8 D-1 1 
A-3 1 8 4

10 9 Problem 19. 6 
B-1 1 B-1 1 I. A-I 1 E-l 3 

3 4 4 4
7 7 A-2 1 5 
9 8 5 6 
12 10 6 19 

D-l 4 13 A-3 1 F-2 8 
E-l 3 IS 4 G-l 12 

4 16 6 G-2 3 
5 17 0-1 1 B-2 6 
18 IV. A-I 1 II . A-I 1 

F-l 7 6 5 Problem 20. 
F-2 8 A-2 1 6 r. A-I 1 

4 7 4
I::lrob1em	 18. b 10 5 
I.	 A-I 1 10 11 A-2 1
 

'-4. 1\-3 1 13 :;
 
5 6 A-2 2 A-3 1 
8 10 7 4 

A-2 1 B-1 1 8 C-l 1 
5 3 9 II. A-I 1 
7 6 10 4 
12 9 A-3 1 6 

A-3 1 12 2 7 
7 13 3 8 

C-l 1 D-l 4 5 10 
II. A-I 1 11 6 11 

6 E-l 1 7 12 
7 3 9 13 
8 4 B-1 1 A-2 2 
10 5 10 5 
11 6 IV. A-I 1 6 
12 17 A-2 1 7 
13 18 9 8 

A-2 2 lq A-3 6 9 
['
 
-)
 F'-1 7	 8 10 

to' ')
~'-b	 .)" 15 

7	 7 
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20 cant.Problem 

II. A-3	 1 G-2 5 D-l 2 A-2 6
2	 17 4 7
3 19	 11 8
5 23	 17 9
6 H-l	 10 D-2 9 10 
7 B-2 6 B-1 1 A-3 1
8	 8 4	 2 
9	 5 3

Problem	 21.B-1 1	 6 5
I. A-I 1	 174	 6 

7 4 F-l	 6 7
8 8	 7 8 
10 A-2 1 F-2	 4 9 
13 5 7 B-1 1 
15 7 8 3 
16 12 G-l 3 4 
17 A-3 1	 10 7 

12 8IV.	 A-I 1 7 
6 C-l 1 G-2 5 10 

A-2	 1 II . A-I 19 13 
~ 23 15A-3 1 

6	 11 H-2 6 16 
12 8 17B-1 1 

IV. A-I 1133 
6 A-2	 9 Problem 22. 6 

10 I . A-I 1 A-2 19 612 A-3 2 4 
13 6 5 10 

8 A-3 1C-l 1	 7 
6A-2 15	 9 
10D-l 4 B-1	 1 )

.-' 

B-1 1711	 4 
12	 3E-l 1	 8 

3 10 A-1.
..-' 4·	 6 

916	 7!+ 12
I) 17 C-l	 1 

136 I V. A-I 1 II . A-I	 1 
6 D-l 4

17 A-2	 1 11718	 10 
8 E-l 1 

19 A-3	 1 310FI-1 6	 10 h117 B-1	 1 512	 ,1"- 2 7 3	 b138	 6 17A-2 2G-l 10 12	 18512 C-l 10	 19 



Problem	 22 cant. 
IV.	 F-l 6 B-1 1 II. A-I 4 E-l 1 

7 6 3 
F-2 1	 ~ 7 4 

7	 10 8 5
8 13 10 6 

0-1 10 16 11 11 
12 IV. A-I 1 12 IS 

G-2 ;; A-2 1 13 F-l 7 
17 6 A-2 2 F-2 7 
19 A-3 1 5 8 
23 6 6 G-l 3 

B-1 10 B-1 1 8 lC 
B-2 6 3 9 1, 

8 6 10 G-2 5 
9 A-3 1 1~ 

Problem 23· 12 2 1< 
I • A.-I 1 13 5 2: 

4 D-l 4 6 H-l 1(
;; D-2 7 7 H-2 6 

A-2 1 E-l 1 8 8 
12 3 9 

A-3 1 4 B-1 1 Problem 2~ 

4 5 4 1. A-I 1 
C-l 1 17 7 4 

II. A-I 1 18 8 .5 
6 19 10 7 
7 F-l 7 13 A-2 1 
8 1"-2 5 15 .5 
10 7 16 6 
11 8 17 11.-3 1 
12 G-l 12 IV. A-I 1 4 
13 G-2 .5 6 6 

A-2 2 19 11.-2 1 C-l 1 
5 B-1 10 0 

I II. A-I 1 
6 B-2 8 10 6 
7 11.-3 1 7 
8 Pro blem 24. 6 8 
9 I . A-I 1 10 1 
10 4 B-1 1 1 

A-3 1 .5 3 1 
2 7 6 A-2 2 
3 A-2 1 0 6I 

5	 .5 12 7 
6	 7 13 8 

1
L-
:)7 D-1 4 9 

a A-3 1 11 1 
9 4 18 

7 



.~ 
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1
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, 
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1
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Problem 25 cont.	 1 

II. A-3 1 Problem 26.	 
,:; 
1A-3 1 B-1 12 I. A-I 1	 i4 3	 1

3	 9 7	 6 
5 A-3 1 II. A-I	 1 96	 7 4	 10
7 9	 .5 12 
9 C-l 1	 6 13


B-1 7 II. A-I 8 7 D-l 4
8 11	 8 11
 
13 13 10 E-l 1
 
15 A-2 6	 11 3

IV. A-I 1	 9 12 4
6 10	 13 .5 

1\-2 1 A-3 6	 1\-2 2 6 
6 7	 .5 13 
9 B-1 1 6 17
 

A-3 1 4 7 18
 
6 8 8 19
 
8 17 9 F-l 6
 
11 IV. A-I 1 10 7
 

B-1 1 A-3 1 A-3 1 F-2 3
 
3 B-1 12 2 7
 
6 D-l 4 3 8
 
8 E-l 1	 .5 G-l 10 

6 129	 4 
G-2 1712 17	 7 

8	 19C-1 15 F-1 7 
23D-l 1 F-2 U	 9 

B-1 10$ B-1 12 
H-2 6G-l 10	 44 8£-1 1	 12 7 

... (}-2 19	 8 
-~	 10 Problem 28.23LJ-	 1. A-I 1S H-2 6	 13 

8	 15 4
9 A-2 11616	 15 

71718 12IV. A-I 1F-1 Probl.em 27.7	 16 A-3
F-2 7 I . A-I 1 

A-2 18 4	 C-l 1 
7 

60-1 15	 5 II. A-I 1 
r< ')	 8 10 
U'-L	 

A-3 13	 2 
A-2 15	 ~ 

--' 
22 5	 6 

610 
IB-1 7 7	 7
12B-2 10 

r'
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problem 2b cant. 
II.	 A-l 10 C-l 1 E-1	 1

11 II. A-I 1	 B-1 1
312 6	 34	 613	 7 5

1..-2 2 8	 76 87	 10 17 98	 11 18 C-l	 39	 12 19 510	 13 F-1	 7 D-l	 1A-3 1 A-2 2 F-2 7 142 5 8 E-1	 33	 6 G-l 10 45	 7 12 56	 8 G-2 5 18 
7	 9 17 F-l 7
9	 10 19 F-2 7

B-1 1 A-3 1 23 8 
13 2 H-l 10 G-2 3

IV.	 A-I 1 3 H-2 6 
11-2 1 5 8 Problem 31. 

11 6 I. A-I 1 
A-3 1 7 Problem 30. 

10 8 I. A-I 1 ~ 
B-1 1 9 A-2 1 A-2 1 

3 B-1 1 12 7 
6 4 A-3 1 12 
9 7 II. A-I 2 A-3 1 
12 8 7 7 

D-l 2 10 8 C-l 1 
E-1 3 13 10 II. A-I 1 

4 15 11 6 

5	 16 12 7 
818 17 13 

F-2 7 IV. A-I 1 A-2 8 10 

8 6 10 11 
13A-2 1 A-3 1 

2 A-2 2Pro blem	 629· 6I • A-I 1	 10 5 
6	 7L4 1\-3 6 8c'

'J	 10 7 
98 B-1 1 IV. A-I 1 
10A-2	 1A-2 1	 .3 A-3	 1A-3	 15 6

6 2 
7 9 31')	 12 12 

L 5
A-3 1 13	 6 

II	 7L,. D-l 4
 
7 11
 9 
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cont.Problem 31 

II. B-1 1 II.	 A-I 1 D-I 4 A-2 2L~	 6 11
8 7	 5E-I 1 613	 8 3 715	 10 4	 8

IV. A-I 1	 11 5 9A-2 1	 12 6 1010	 13 17 A-3 1
A-3 1 A-2	 2 18 210	 5 19 3E-l 1	 6 F-l 6 5

3	 7 7 6
6	 8 F-2 4 7
9	 9 7 B 
12	 10 8 9

0-1 3 A-3	 1 G-l 3 B-1 
D-1 4	 2 10 ~ 
E-l 1 3 12 10 

3 5 G-2 17 13 
4 6 19 15 
17 7 23 17 
18 8 B-1 10 IV. A-I 1 

F-l 7 9 B-2 6 6 
F-2 1 B-1 1 8 A-2 1 

2 3 6 
7 4 Problem 33. 9 
8	 7 1. A-I 1 10 

G-I 12	 8 4 A-3 1 
/
0G-2 3	 10 5 

8	 105	 13 
A-2 B-1 123	 IS 1 

H-2 8	 16 5 3 
17 7 6

a12	 IProblem 32. IV.	 A-I 1 
12T 

.L • 
13
14 A-2 1 4
 

A-I 1	 6 A-3 1 

C-l 375	 L~ 12{3	 10 C-l 1 
D-1 4A-2 1 A-3 1 II. A-I 1	 

11U65 D-2 9
7	 10 5 

B-1 1612 B-1 1 37A-3 1	 3 8	 4 
11	 6 5107 9	 b11C-l 1	 12 131213	 1613 



Problem	 33 cant. 
IV.	 B-1 17 A-3 1 

18 
19 

F-l 7 
F-2 4 

7 
8 

G-l 10 

2 
3 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

12 B-1 1 
G-2 3 4 

4 
5 

7 
8 

19 10 
23 13 

B-1 10 15 
H-2 2 16 

6 17 
8 IV. A-I 1 

Problem	 34. 
1. A-I 1 

4 
5 
8 

A-2	 1 
5 
7 
12 

A-3 1 
L~ 
7 

II. A-I	 1 
6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
12 
13 

A-2	 c " 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 

6 
A-2	 1 

6 
10 

A-3	 1 
6 
10 

B-1	 1 
3 
6 
9 
12 
13 

D-1 4 
11 

E-l 1 
3 
L+ 
5 
6 
13 
17 
IS 
19 

F-l 7
 
14'-2 7
 

8
 
1	 10 

12 

G-2	 17 
19 
23 

B-1	 10 
H-2	 8 

Problem 35. 
I	 . A-I 1 

4 
A-2	 1 
A-3	 1 

4 
9 

II.	 A-1 6 
7 
8 
10 
11 
13 

A-2	 2 
6 
8 
9 
10 

A-3 1 
2 
5 
6 
7 
9 

B-1 B 
10 

IV.	 A-1 1 
A-2 1 
A-3 1 

6 
8 
14 

B-1	 1 
3 
7 
8 
9 
12 
16 

C-l 1 
3 
15 

124 

D-l 1
 
E-l 1
 

2
 
3
 
4
 
9
 

F-l 7
 
F-2 7
 

8 
G-l 12 
G-2 3 

19 
H-2 8 

Problem	 36. 
1.	 A-I 1 

A-2	 1 
7 
12 

A-3 1 
7 

C-1 1 
II. A-I 8 

11 
12 

A-2 6 
9 

A-3 6 
B-1 7 

8 
16 
17 

IV.	 A-I 1 
A-2 1 

4
A-3 1 
B-1 1 .., 

) 

12 
G-1 10 
D-1 4 

11 
E-l 1 

4
6 
17 

L 
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problem 36 cant.
 
IV.	 F-1 7 B-1 1 Problem 38.
 4\-3 1
F-2 7	 4 1. A-I 1 6
8	 7
 4	 10
G-l	 10 8
 5 B-1 1
G-2	 19 10
 A-2 1
 3
23	 13
 5	 6
B-2	 6 15
 7
 9
8	 16 12
 12


17 A-3 1
 13

Problem IV. A-I 1
37 •	 4 D-2 4

I . A-I 1	 6 6
 B-1 1


4 A-2 1
 7	 3
5	 4 B-1 12
 4
8	 6 C-l 1
 5

A-2	 1 10 II. A-I 1 17
 

5 A-3 1 6 18
 
7 6 7 19
 
12 10 8 F-l 7
 

A-3 1 B-1 1 10 F-2 7
 
4 3 11 8
 
7 6 12 G-l 12
 

C-1 1 9 13 H-l 10
 
II.	 A-1 1 12 A-2 2 H-2 8
 

6 13 5
 
D-l	 4 6 Problem 39.
7
 

B 11 7 I- A-I 1
 
10 E-l 1 8 U.
 
11 3 9 5
 

8
12	 4- 10
 
13 5 A-3 1 A-2 1
 

A-2 2 6 2 5
 
7
5	 17 3
 
12
6	 18 5
 

6 A-J 1
7 19
 
8 F-l 6 7 4
 

8	 7
9	 7
 rI. A-I 1
10 F-2 7	 9
 
B-1	 1 4
/3.-3	 1 8
 6


2 G-J 3	 7
 
8	 7
10
3	 8
10
5 G-2 17	 10
13
6	 19
 11
 

2~ IV. A-I 1
7 -,,"	 12
6
8 B-1 10
 13
A-2	 1

9 H-2 6
 

6
8
 
10
 



A-2 1 
5 
7 
12 

A-3 4 
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Problem 39 cant. 
II. 1\-2 2 E-l 17 A-2 1 

4 18
 6
 
5
 19 A-3 1
 
6 F-l 7 6
 
7 F-2 L~ B-1 1 
8 7 3 7
 

II. A-II
9 8
 6
 
10 G-l 10 12 4
12 13
A-3
 I
 6
 

G-2 5
2
 C-l 1 7 
3 17 3
 8
 

19 5 10
5
 
6 23 10 11 
7 B-1 10 16 13 
8 H-2 8 18 A-2 2 
9 D-l 4 
I Problem 40. 17 

5
 
6
B-1
 

4
 
7
 

I. A-II 
4
 

D-2 8 7
 
E-l 1 8 

8 A-2 1 4 9
 
5 10
10 A-3
 1
 
6
 A-3
 1
13 C-l 1 

14 II. A-I 4 17 2 

15 7 19 J 
16 8 F-l 6 S 

617 11 7 
IV. A-I 1 12 F-2 7 7 

86 13 8 
9A-2 1 A-2 2 G-I 3 

10 B-1 1 6 6 
12 J10 9

10 G-2 3 4·A-3 1 7
19A-3 2 6
 8
6 23
10
 10H-l 10B-1 1 7
 13
 
15
B-283 

6
 9
 
2
 
o I 

16
8

9 B-1 1
 17
101112
 IV. A-I 1
8
13
 6Problem 41.10D-l LI A-2 1
1. A-II13

IS11
 6
14
E-1
 1
 10
 
A-1 16 

16 5
3
 8
IV. A-II
 ~ 
L~ 
C 
.) 

6 
6 10
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Problem 41 cont.
 
IV. B-1 1 A-3 1
 A-2 7
 F-l 7
3 2
 8
 F-2 7
6
 3
 9
 8
9 5
 10
 G-l 10
12 6
 A-3
 1
 12
13 7 2
 G-2 5


D-l 4
 8
 3
 17
 
19
11 B-1 13
 5
 

E-l 1 IV. A-I 1 6
 23

3 A-2 1
 7 H-l 10

4
 1\-3 1
 8
 H-2 6

5 B-1 1
 9
 8

6 3 B-1 1
 
17 8
 4
 Problem 44~
18 9
 7 1. A-II
 
19 12 8
 4


F-l 6 D-l 4 10
 5
 
E-l 3 13 A-2 1
 

4 15

7
 

F-2 7
 5
 
8 17 16 12
 

G-l 10 18 17 A-3 1
 
12 F-l 7 IV. A-I 1 II. A-II
 

G-2
 5
 F-2
 7
 6
 6
 
17 8 A-2 1 7
 
19 6 8
 
23 Problem 43. 10 10
 

B-1 10 I. A-II
 A-3
 1
 11
 
H-2 6 4 6 12
 

8 5 10 13
 
8 B-1 1 A-2 2
 

Problem LJ-2. A-2 1 3 5
 
1
 6 6
5
I. A-I


7 7
4 7
 
8
8
12
A-2
 1
 
9
9
12 A-3 1
 
10
12
 

13 A-3
 1

A-3
 4
1
 

II. A-II 7
 2
D-l 4
II. A-I 1
6
7
 11 3
4
 

1
 5
B-1
10 6
 6
3
11 7
 7
4
8
13
 8
5
IS 10
 
9
6
A-2 2 11
 

13
 
B-1 1
 13
7
 

8 A-2 2
 3
17
 
18
 4
5
9
 

10 6
 
8
19
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Problem 44 cant. 
II. B-1 13 A-I 10 B-1 5 A-3 115 11 6 216 12 17 3IV. A-I 1 13 18 56 15 19 6

A-2 1 A-2 2 F-l 7 76 5 F-2 7 8 
A-3 1 6 8 

6 7 G-l 12 B-1 
9
3

8 8 G-2 5 8 
B-1 1 9 17 13 

3 10 19 15 
6 A-3 1 23 17 
9 2 B-1 10 IV. A-I 1 
12 3 B-2 2 6 
13 5 6 A-2 1 

D-l 4 6 8 6 
E-l 1 7 10 

8 Problem 46. A-3 13 
r. A-I 1 64 9 

5 B-1 1 4 10 
17 4 5 B-1 1 

8 318 7 
19 8 A-2 1 6 

F-l 7 10 5 9 
12F-2 4 13 7 

7 15 12 13 
8 17 A-3 1 C-l 5 

G-2 5 IV. A-I 1 4 D-1 4 
10H-l 10 6 7 

A-2 1 C-l 1 B-1 1 
Problem 45. 6 II. A-I 1 3 

6 4I . A-I 1 10 
17

L~ A-3 1 7 
18865 19108 10 F-l 711A-c." 1 B-1 1 

12 F-2 7
5 3 81367 G-2 5A-2 212 9 B-1 10 

A- 3 1 12 5 
L4- 13 6 

Problem 47.77 C-l 3 8 1. A-I 1
II. A-I 1 D-l L~ 491114- S106 E-l 1 8 

37 
8 b 
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cont.Problem 47 

I . 14-2 1 B-1 1 A-2 2 F-2 15	 3 
6	

4 2
7	 5 712	 9 6 8

A-3	 1 12 7 G-l 10 
4 13 8 12 
7 D-l 4 9 G-2 5 

II.	 A-l 1 11 10 17
6 E-l 1 A-3 1 19 

27 3 23
8 4 3 H-l 10 
10 5 4 H-2 6 
11 6 5 8 
12 17 6 
13 18 7 Problem 49. 

A-2	 2 19 8 1. A-I 1 
5 F-1 7 9 
6 F-2 7 B-1 7	 ~ 

8	 10 A-2 17 
8 G-l 10 13 7 

12 15 129 
10 G-2 5 IV. A-l 1 A-3 1 

17 A-2 1 7A-3	 1 
6 C-l 1 2	 19 

23	 9 II. A-I 13 
5 H-l 10	 10 6 
6 B-2 6 A-3 1	 7 

108	 87 
8	 B-1 1 11 

3	 13Problem 48.9 
6 A-2 2B-1	 1 I . A-l 1 

4 A-2 1 7 
8
7 

87	 5 91	 98 A-3 1 ~	 10
10 4	 _c 

A-J 113613 
15 C-l 1 D-l 4	 2 

3E-1	 116 II. A-l 1	 ~ 317 5	 
./ 

64IV.	 A-l 1 6 756	 7 968A-2	 1 B-1 1166 9	 81710 10 17 
A-j 1 11 18 

IV. A-l 119126	 A-2 1F-1	 710 13	 10 

.............•
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Prob.Lem 49 cant. 
IV.	 A-3 1 A-3 9 G-2 19
 B-1 13


B-1	 I B-1 1 23
 15

3	 4 H-l 10
 16

9	 7 H-2 6
 17
8
D-l	 4 8 IV. A-I 1
 

E-l 3 10 6
 
4 13 Problem 51. A-2 1
 
18 15 1. A-II 6
 

F-l	 7 17 .5 10
 
F-2	 7 IV. A-I 1 8 A-3 1
 

8 6 A-2 1 6
 
A-2 1 .5 8
 

Problem 50. 4 7 10
 
I .	 A-I 1 6 12 B-1 1
 

4 10 A-3 1 3
 
5 A-3 1 4 6
 
8 6 7 9
 

A-2 1 10 C-l 1 12
 
5 B-1 1 II. A-II 13
 

C-1 3
7	 3 5
 
12 6	 6 D-I 4
 

E-l 1
A-J	 1 9 7
 
12 8	 3
4
 

6 13 10 4
 
7 C-l 3 11 .5
 

12 17
II.	 A-I 1 5
 18
10	 13
4
 
6 D-1 4 A-~ c.	 19
 

F-1 7
 3
7	 9
 F-2 1
 8	 11 5
 
6	 7
10 E-l 1 8
7
11	 3
 
8 G-l 10
12	 4
 12
9
13	 5
 
10 G-2 5
6
A-2	 2
 17
A-3	 1
17
5	 

18 2 19
 
6
 23
3
19
7	 R-l 10
.5
8 F-l 6
 B-2 6
6

9 7	 8
7
10 F-2 7
 8
8
A-3	 1
 9
2 G-1 10
 

B-1	 1
12
3
 4
G-2	 3
5
 7
6	 5
 8
17
7
 10
8
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~ 

problem	 52. 
I	 . A-I 1 A-2 1 B-1 1
 

4 5 3
 
A-2	 1 7 6 

12	 12 9 
A-3	 1 A-3 1 12 

II.	 A-I 1 4 13 
5 7 D-l 4 
6 II . A-I 1 11
 
7 6 E-l 1
 
10 7 3
 
11 8 4
 
12 10 5
 
1~ 11 6
 
15 13 17
 

A-2 2 A-2 2 18
 
7 5 19
 
8 6 F-l 6
 
9 7 7
 
10 8 F-2 7
 

8
A-3	 1 9 
2 10 G-l 10
 
3 A-3 1 12
 

2 G-2 55 
6 3	 17
 

19
7	 5 
6	 239 

H-l	 10B-1 3	 7 
H-2	 68	 8 

q	 8IV.	 A-I 1 /
 

A-2 1 B-1 1
 
A-3 1 3
 

8 4
 
B-1 9 7
 

12 8
 
D-l 10 10
 
E-l 3 13
 

15
4 
18 16
 

F-l 7 17
 
F-2 7 IV. A-I 1
 

8 6
 
14-2 1
 

Problem 53. 6
 
I .	 A-I 1 10
 

It A-3 1
 
6
5 

8	 10 




